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BRIEF FOR APPELLEES.

These are causes respectively chars^ing infringe-

ment of Lindstaedt Patent No. 2,036,638, issued^pril

7, 1936 on an application filed June 15, ^^^ and

Turnbow Patent No. 2,091,840, issued August 31,

1937 on an application filed September 30, 1930. Both



patents are directed to parasiticides or vermifuges for

use in destruction of internal parasites in animals.

We are herein concerned primarily with products for

use in the treatment of poultry.

The actions were tried in the District Court for

the Northern District of California upon an order

of consolidation granted at the outset of the trial.

(1 R-117.)*

At the trial of the first named cause, plaintiffs-

appellees relied upon claims 2, 3, 6, 8, 11 and 12 of

Lindstaedt Patent No. 2,036,638 as being infringed;

plaintiffs-appellees at the same time, in the second

action, relied upon claims 1, 2 and 7 of Turnbow

Patent No. 2,091,840 as likewise being infringed by

defendant-appellant.

The District Court found all claims in suit of the

Lindstaedt and Turnbow Patents to be valid and

infringed. (Decrees 1 R-137, 1 R-188.)

STATEMENT OF CASE.

Since appellant's brief not only entirely fails to

present anything approaching a full picture of the

facts and issues presented in these cases, but also is

frequently misleading and inaccurate, we shall pro-

ceed, before considering appellant's arguments in de-

tail, to set forth the position of appellees in full.

*As in the brief of appellant-defendant, in record references, the arabic

numeral designates the volume of the record on appeal, the following

arabic number designating the page of the record.
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As is well known to this Honorable Court, the

poultry industiy in California is one of major pro-

portions.

Until the advent of the inventions in suit about a

decade ago, one of the great and serious problems of

this industry was the widespread presence in poultry

flocks of the deadly intestinal roundworm. While

numerous attempts to control this problem were made,

and many remedies therefor were suggested, nothing

successful had been developed; and as a consequence,

flock mortality was great and egg production was

heavily impaired.

It was for Mr. Lindstaedt, a skilled chemist in this

field, to devise a remedy and a method of controlled

application thereof, whereby a suitable toxic substance

could be administered to a fowl in such quantity that,

although normally it would be lethal to the fowl, it

nevertheless would pass harmlessly through the diges-

tive tract mitil it reached the intestinal tract, where

the toxic agent is released and destroys the parasite

in the intended manner, at all times leaving the fowl

unharmed.

Mr. Turnbow, another and later skilled worker in

the same field, improved on the Lindstaedt disclosures

by the discovery of a method whereby the parasiti-

cide, instead of having to be administered to each

chicken separately and manually, could be fed to the

animals in flocks, as to chickens in the feed.

These discoveries were instantly appreciated in the

industry, and w^ere of such tremendous importance

and effect in this particular field as to rank them of



primary character, all as will be made fully apparent

later herein.*

THE DEFENSES.

The defenses raised upon the pleadings in these

causes constituted the usual issues of non-infringe-

ment and invalidity. The latter defense was contended

upon numerous grounds, the bulk of which were not

supported by any evidence offered at the trial of the

causes. Indicative of this is the fact that in its an-

swer, in the first entitled case, substantially repeated

in the second named action, defendant-appellant**

pleaded as alleged anticipating art an aggregate of

some 107 patents, publications and purported prior

users, of which but ten or a dozen were considered

in any way at the trial or in appellant's brief herein.

The very volume of the pleaded alleged defensive

material is in itself recognized by the Courts to be

evidence of the weakness of the defense and ipso facto

a testimonial to the validity of the patents in suit.

See for example, Hoeltke v. C. M. Kemp Mfg. Co.,

80 Fed. (2d) 912, at 917, 9 C. C. A., where this Court

observed that the volume of alleged anticipating mat-

ter offered by defendant to overcome plaintiffs' pat-

ents is in itself persuasive evidence of weakness of

the contention, and, by the same token, e^ddence of

validity of the challenged patents:

*Record support for the facts set out in the foregoing preamble will be
set out when the points are subsequently fully considered.

**Hereinafter the parties will be referred to in the same name relation-

ship as obtained at the trial of this cause, to-wit: appellant will be re-

ferred to as " defendant '
' and appellees as '

' plaintiffs
'

'.



"Defendant has cited 33 patents as basis for its

contention that complainant's invention is lack-

ing in novelty; and this in itself is some evidence

of the weakness of the contention. Such a cita-

tion of so many prior patents almost inevitably

means either that none of them is nearly like the

invention of the patentee and that the attempt is

being made to invalidate the patent because the

patentee has brought together for the purpose of

his invention devices to be found in prior patents

of different character, or that prior attempts to

solve the problem with which he w^as confronted

have not met with success." (p. 917.)*

Taken in conjunction with the fact that these causes

were tried over an elapsed period of substantially

three weeks following which the positions of the par-

ties were exhaustively briefed on each side, it is evi-

dent that the District Court gave great consideration

to the evidence and the arguments wherefore its de-

cision should not be disturbed unless clearly demon-

strated to be wrong.

PATENTS IN SUIT.

The two patents respectively placed in issue in the

separately entitled actions are specifically identified

as follows:

1. Lindstaedt, No. 2,036,638, granted April 7,

1936, application filed June 15, 1929 (plaintiffs'

exhibit 1 4R 1199) for "parasiticide."

*A11 emphasis added unless otherwise specified.



2. Tumbow, No. 2,091,840, issued August 31,

1937 on an application filed September 30, 1930

(plaintiffs' exhibit 2 4R 1202) for '^Vermifuge."

These patents were referred to throughout the trial

as the ''Lindstaedt patent" and the ''Turnbow Pat-

ent
'

' and will frequently be so mentioned in this brief.

LINDSTAEDT PATENT NO. 2,036,638.

The Lindstaedt patent, as the evidence* disclosed,

was and is the basic patent in the art of production

of a non-lethal un-capsulized, internal parasiticide.

Lindstaedt taught for the first time that it was pos-

sible to administer internally to members of the

animal kingdom, for example, poultry, normally lethal

dosages of toxic substances such as nicotine, an alka-

loid, thereby to effect a destruction and expulsion

from the host of parasites such as roundworms with-

out destroying or endangering the life of the treated

subject. (1 R 219.) This was accomplished by Lind-

staedt by the "adsorption and/or absorption" of the

toxic substance on and in a substance of colloidal

nature, for example, resin and resinous materials, the

protein of casein and other substances of like prop-

erties named in the Lindstaedt patent. (See Lind-

staedt Patent, p. 1, col. 2, lines 14 and 55, Ex. 1, 4 R
1200.)

The teachings of Lindstaedt are simple, direct and

readily understood by expert and layman alike, as

^Hereinafter fully considered.



may readily be determined by no more than a read-

ing of the Lindstaedt Patent itself. In discussing his

invention, Lindstaedt points out that it is his purpose

to produce a parasiticide which will be effective in

the destruction of parasites such as roundworms in

the intestinal tract of poultry and other animals.

Lindstaedt observed (Lindstaedt Patent: page 1, col-

umn 1, lines 20 to 33 inclusive*) that the best prod-

ucts for destruction of parasites are such alkaloids as

nicotine and the salts of nicotine such as nicotine sul-

phate, but that, taken in quantities sufficient to kill

the parasites, these products unprotected, will like-

wise kill the animal being treated. The patentee points

out that he has determined that as little as 5 to 10

milligrams of nicotine w411 kill a chicken when placed

in the mouth of the bird but that quantities greater

than this are required to be administered in order to

effect destruction of the parasites hai'bored in the in-

testinal tract of the bird. (Lindstaedt 1:1:27-34.)

Lindstaedt describes his discovery best when he

says that he has discovered that the adsorption and/or

absorption of nicotine on or by suitable substances

of colloidal nature renders the administration of, for

example, 70 to 80 milligrams of nicotine, ten times

a normally lethal dose, entirely safe for the bird to

be treated and that such quantities are adequate to

destroy the parasites. (Lindstaedt 1:1:34-40.)

It is apparent from the latter statement, and from

a study of the Lindstaedt Patent that, as was pointed

•Hereinafter, when reference to the speoifieation of any patent is made, the
first niuneral in series will represent the page, the second niinieial the column,
and the last numeral the line or lines. Thus the reference above set out
Would be written: 1:1:20-33. Preceding the numeral will appear the name
of the patentee.
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out by Dr. Ramage* (1 R 223), the fundamental dis-

covery and teaching of Lindstaedt was that suitable

substances of colloidal nature, when mixed in suffi-

cient quantity with a normally lethal dose of nicotine

or nicotine sulphate, would act to hold that nicotine

against lethal effect, while at the same time holding

the nicotine in a form that would permit it to be re-

leased during passage of the parasiticide through the

intestinal tract of the bird or animal being treated,

the release of the active agent nicotine being at a

time and in sufficient quantity to result in satisfac-

tory destruction of the parasites. In other words,

Lindstaedt discovered the best means of ** controlling"

and predetermining the time and place of release of

the nicotine. Defendant pays tribute to this '^hold-

ing" or ** controlling" effect by featuring on its carton

the purported trademark ^'Kontrold Nicotine" a mere

misspelling of "controlled" (c.f. Ex. 7).

To quote Dr. Ramage in this regard:

''In the final analysis Tjindstaedt 's teaching is

very simple and can be summed up in this way:
He shows that it is possible to take a toxic alka-

loid substance and mix it with organic colloidal

material and thereby obtain a mixture which is

non-lethal to the animal to which it is adminis-

tered, even though a sufficient quantity is given

to eradicate internal parasites, and such an

amount of nicotine would destroy the life of the

animal unless held b}^ an excess of colloidal sub-

stance in the manner described by Lindstaedt."

(1 R 223.)

*Dr. Will. D. Ramage (Ph. D., University of California, 1922. in Physical
Chemistry) an experienced chemist in the field of colloidal and alkaloidal
chemistry, appearing as a chemical expert on behalf of plaintiffs.



LINDSTAEDT'S INVENTION DEFINED.

In a few words, therefore, Lindstaedt's invention

may be defined primarily as:

(1) The discovery that the normal toxic, poison-

ous, and lethal properties of an alkaloid such as nico-

tine in parasiticidal quantity, will be overcome and

eliminated when the alkaloid is held by a colloidal

substance such as, for example, protein, resin or the

like and released only at a time and place within the

fowl when it becomes safe for the latter but destruc-

tive to the parasites. (Lindstaedt 1:2:14-21.)

(2) That despite the fact that the alkaloid is ren-

dered non-toxic, non-poisonous and non-lethal to the

animal being treated it still retains its desirable para-

siticidal property. (Lindstaedt 1:1:20-34.)

LINDSTAEDT CLAIMS IN SUIT.

The claims in suit of the Lindstaedt Patent ana-

lytically set forth are:

Claim 2:

A parasiticide for

internal use, comprising

(1) a toxic substance in quantity greater

than the normally lethal dose and

(2) a colloidal substance

(a) for colloidally holding

the toxic substance

(b) to protect against the lethal

effect of such dose.
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Note: This claim, as are all other claims in this ac-

tion, is quantitative as well as qualitative in its re-

quirements, in that it calls for a sufficient quantity

of "toxic substance" to be normally lethal and enough

''colloidal substance" to overcome the normally lethal

effect of the toxic substance.

Claim 3:

A parasiticide

for internal use, comprising

a lethal sized dose of

(a) an alkaloidal substance

(b) combined into a colloidal

substance adapted to

(1) colloidally hold the

alkaloidal substance and

(2) protect against the lethal

effect of said alkaloid.

Note: This claim calls for an ''alkoidal substance"

instead of the broader ''toxic substance" of Claim 2.

Claim 6:

A non-lethal parasiticide

(1) for internal administration

(2) for intestinal parasites, comprising

(a) the combination of an alkaloid

(1) in dose normally parasiticidal to

said parasites and

(2) lethal to the subject being treated

on ingesting the same alone, and

(b) an organic colloid, said organic colloid
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(1) rendering said dose non-lethal

(2) leaving it parasiticidal to said

parasites.

Note: In addition to other distinctions this claim is

directed to an "organic colloid" instead of the

broader "colloidal substance/'

Claim 8:

A non-lethal parasiticide

(1) for internal administration

(2) for intestinal parasites, comprising the

combination of

(a) a nicotine substance in a dose

(1) normally parasiticidal to

said parasites, and

(2) lethal to the subject being

treated on ingesting the same

alone, and

(b) an organic colloid, said organic

colloid

(1) rendering said dose non-lethal to

the subject being treated, and

(2) leaving it parasiticidal to said

parasites.

Note: This claim is directed to a "nicotine sub-

stance" and an "organic colloid" instead of the

broader terms "toxic substance," "alkaloidal sub-

stance," and "colloidal substance."
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Claim 11:

A medicinal compound, comprising

(1) a toxic substance in quantity greater

than the normal lethal dose, and

(2) casein for holding the toxic substance

to protect against the lethal

effect of such dose.

Note: The active agent is set out as ** nicotine" and

the holding agent as "casein."

TURNBOW PATENT NO. 2,091,840.

Turnbow discovered that the broad invention of

Lindstaedt could be prepared in the highly advan-

tageous, finely divided form whereby it may be read-

ily administered in that form in the feed of the ani-

mal to be treated, for example, to poultry in flocks.

(Turnbow Patent Exhibit 2, 1:1:49-55, 1:2:1-2.)

The application of Turnbow as filed was directed to

the broad discovery of Lindstaedt, Turnbow going

beyond Lindstaedt to disclose the flock treatment or

finely divided (comminuted) form of parasiticide or

vermifuge. The Turnbow and Lindstaedt patents

were co-pending in the United States Patent Office.

During this period of co-pendency an interference

was declared between the two applicants and was

terminated in favor of Lindstaedt, the earlier to file

by a matter of 15 months. Following this the claims

remaining in the Turnbow application were limited

to a finely divided ov comminuted form of product
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comprising an active toxic agent, for example, nico-

tine, and a colloidal holding agent, for example,

agar-agar.*

That the claims of the Turnbow Patent, being an

improvement upon the basic Lindstaedt Patent, are

equally valid with the broader claims of Lindstaedt,

even though the Turnbow disclosure includes Lind-

staedt, is well stated in the leading case of Cantrell v.

Wallicky 117 U. S. 689, where at 694 the rule was

stated

:

u* * * rp^Q patents may both be valid when the

second is an improvement on the first, in which

event, if the second includes the first, neither of

the two patentees can lawfully use the invention

of the other without tlic otlier's consent. Star

Salt Caster Co. v. Crossman, 4 Cliff. 568.

"Therefore, letters patent for an improvement

on a patented invention cannot be declared void

because they include such patented invention.

Much less does it lie iu the mouth of a party who
is infringing both the improvement and the orig-

inal invention to set up the existence of the first

patent as an excuse for infringing the improve-

ment. It is only the patentee of the original in-

vention who has the right to complain of the use

made of his invention. We are, therefore, of

opinion that the first defense to suit must fail."

*See the File Wrapper and contents of the Tiirnbow and Lindstaedt
Patents, plaintiffs' exliibits 3a and 4, respectively, appearing in the record of

this appeal as physical exhibits.
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TURNBOW CLAIMS IN SUIT.

The claims in suit, 1, 2 and 7, analytically set forth

are:

Claim 1:

A medicinal compound

in finely divided condition, comprising

a normally toxic substance

incorporated in agar-agar

in proportions to render said substance

(a) substantially non-toxic

(b) to fowls

(c) when given in quantities sufficient

to destroy parasites of the intestinal

tract.

Claim 2:

A medicinal compoimd

in finely divided condition comprising

(1) agar-agar, and

(2) nicotine substance

said compound being non-toxic

(a) to fowls

(b) when given in quantities sufficient

to destroy parasites of the intestinal

tract.

Claim 7:

A compound of the character

described in finely divided condition comprising

a normally lethal dose of toxic substance

incorporated in a substance of colloidal

nature, said colloidal substance

colloidally holding the toxic substance

to protect against the effect of

such dose.
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LINDSTAEDT AND TURNBOW CONTRASTED WITH THE
PRIOR ART.

As will be seen in a subsequent analysis of the state

of the art as it existed prior to the work of Lindstaedt

and Turnbow, the most desirable method of admin-

istering a parasiticide to a flock was by flock feeding

in troughs or mixed with feed. (See Ex. 17, 4 R
1222.) Nevertheless, no satisfactory form of para-

siticide had been discovered up to the time of Turn-

bow whereby flock feeding could actually be accom-

plished successfully and safely. The best of the prior

art attempts to deliver remedies to the birds in flocks

were failures. (Ex. 22, 4 R 1222.) Dr. Stanley B.

Freeborn, University of California Agricultural Ex-

periment Station, Davis, California, pointed out in his

scientific treatise, ^'The Use of Nicotine Sulphate in

the Control of Intestinal Roundworm," that as a result

of the many failures in attempts at flock administra-

tion:

u* * * ^j^g ^^Yy satisfactory treatment would be

one involving individual medication with a com-
pound of known nicotine content." (Ex. 27, 4 R
1225.)

Dr. Freeborn also pointed out that individual treat-

ment insured the deliver}^ of a predetermined and
parasiticidal dose of nicotine to the bird, and that

when this dose was housed in a mechanical carrier

such as a capsule, the danger of toxic or lethal effect

was minimized provided the capsulized product, in

administration, was placed well down the throat of

the bird. In short, up to the time Turnbow came on
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the market, the problem of flock treatment had not

been solved.

Turnbow not only recognized the tremendous and

numerous advantages of a flock treatment product,

but also disclosed that his product was designed to

be produced either in form for individual administra-

tion or, preferably, in finely divided or comminuted

form for mixing with the feed or for direct feeding

to a flock of chickens.

Regarding his product, Turnbow said:

** Substantially all of the procedures thus far in

use have been of such nature that administering

the doses manually to the animal or fowl being

treated has been necessary." (Turnbow 1:1:16-

20.)

Explaining the reason why flock treatment, prior to

the product disclosed by him, was impractical, Turn-

bow said:

"One of the reasons for this has been that no

practical means has been found whereby the

product could be put up in sufficiently finely di-

vided condition to be mixed with the feed, and
again, the toxicity of the products in the form
given has been such that the amount required to

destroy the parasites has been only slightly less

than lethal dose. Therefore, if administering by
means of feeding as to a flock of chickens was
resorted to, the result would be that some of the

fowls would take more feed than others and
thereby secure sufficient quantity to produce

death. (Turnbow 1:1:20-32.)

Thereupon, Turnbow states that one of the im-

portant objects of his invention is
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'Ho produce a medicinal compound in the form

and condition which will permit its being mixed

with feed for fowls and animals whereby they

will obtain the necessary dosage to destroy para-

sites, while at the same time the medicinal com-

pound will be sufficiently non-toxic to the fowls

or animals being treated so that they will not be

injured even though the amount taken be ma-
terially in excess of that required to destroy the

parasites." (Turnbow 1:1:38-48.)

In stating the function found to exist in his product

Turnbow says:

''The product of the present invention lends

itself readily to being prepared in finely divided

condition and may be administered in that con-

dition without ill effect." (Turnbow 1:1:49-52.)

Turnbow states further that his product is so de-

signed that it is not only non-poisonous in the mouth

and throat of the bird, where poisoning usually takes

place (Turnbow 1:1:6-12, and Freeborn Ex. 27, 4 R
1226), but also remains non-injurious to the bird

throughout the digestive tract, while at the same time

operating to destroy the parasites. (Turnbow

1:2:3-6.)

Dr. C. D. Leake, professor of Pharmacology, Uni-

versity of California Medical School, toxicological

expert appearing at the request of plaintiffs (3 R
1024, et seq.), corroborated the disclosure of the Turn-

bow Patent by actual tests performed under field

conditions. With reference to possible toxic effect on

poultry of a parasiticidal dose of "Floxide," a com-

mercial designation for the Turnbow invention, Dr.

Leake testified:
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a* * * an amount of Floxide equalling 60 milli-

grams of nicotine alkaloid was administered and

showed that there is no effect on the bird after

administration by mouth." (3 R 1088.)

and at 3 R 1083, on the same point, Dr. Leake said

:

**We observed that the oral administration to

white leghorn chickens of 1 gram of Floxide or

Mcogel, containing 60 milligrams of nicotine

produced no symptoms."

At the same time Dr. Leake testified, in discussing

the comparative action of plaintiffs' products, Nico-

Gel or Floxide, with defendants' product, ^'Kon-Trold

Nicotine,":

"We also concluded that nicotine adsorbed on

and absorbed with an excess of organic colloidal

material, as is the case in Floxide and Kon-Trold

nicotine significantly reduces the toxicity of nico-

tine to the vanishing point, so that it may be

safely administered to chickens for the purpose

of removing worms without producing injury or

death to the chickens, and at the same time giv-

ing the desired parasiticidal effect." (3 R 1083.)

Thus it is observed that the fundamental problem of

Turnbow was the production of parasiticide or vermi-

fuge which could be fed with entire safety to animals

with the feed, for example, to poultry in fiocks, rather

than manually and individually. This too had been a

long sought product, the art having started work on

the problem as early as 1915 (Bergstedt 2 R 549), and

continued even through the modern efforts of Lind-

staedt. It was not until Turnbow disclosed his work
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that the finely divided or comminuted form of product

was solved, the solution being disclosed and claimed

as invention in the Turnbow Patent No. 2,091,840.

SUMMARY CONTRAST OF LINDSTAEDT AND TURNBOW
INVENTIONS.

Lindstaedt was the discoverer of the broad generic

principle by which a successful and safe parasiticide

could be made of a nicotine base, this discovery in-

volving the teaching of tlie use of a substance of

colloidal nature as an adsorbing and absorbing agent

to overcome the normally lethal property of nicotine

under the specific circumstances concerned in para-

siticide production. Turnbow carried the same idea

forward to discover that even when prepared in

finely divided form and where great surface area of

the colloidally held nicotine was exposed (and against

the full belief at that time that ''fine division" would

create toxicity), that the lethal effect of nicotine was

still obviated. Lindstaedt further broadly discovered

that while the normally lethal quantity of nicotine

was controlled in such manner as to overcome danger

to the animal to which it was administered it was held

nevertheless in such releasable fashion that it still

retained its parasiticidal value. This latter property

was retained by Turnbow in his finely divided vermi-

fuge.

Turnbow in his turn discovered by experimenta-

tion and trial and error (see affidavits of Turnbow,

Beach, Gray and Davis, Turnbow File Wrapper, Ex.
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4) that the parasiticidal value was retained even

though the colloidally held nicotine was placed in

finely divided form, thereby solving the problem of

*' flock-feeding '\

Therefore, one inescapable conclusion must be

reached, namely, that the defendant's product, being

in finely divided form as it is, duplicates the teachings

of Lindstaedt and Turnbow simultaneously as will be

seen in the ensuing analysis of proofs of infringement

to which defendant offered no contrary testimony.

On the matter of testing the patentable advance

made by Turnbow or Lindstaedt, reference is made

to the leading case of Eihel Process Co. v. Minn. etc.

Paper Co., 261 U. S. 45, 67 L. Ed. 523, where Chief

Justice Taft, in dealing with a patent described as an

^'improvement in the art", laid down rules, in finding

the patent valid and infringed in that case, which will

undoubtedly be useful in judging the contributions

here

:

''In administering the patent law, the court first

looks into the art to fmd what the real merit of

the alleged discovery or invention is, and whether

it has advanced the art substantially. If it has

done so, then the court is liberal in its construc-

tion of the patent, to secure to the inventor the

reward he deserves." (p. 532.)

See also Wirehoimds Patents Co. v. H. R. Gibbons

Box Co., 25 F. (2d) 363, 364 (0. 0. A. 7) (af&rmed

282, U. S. 704), where it said:

"Upon the face of the patent the advantages of

the invention might seem slight, but in the light
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of experience they are manifestly all-important.

The language of the Supreme Court in the Barbed

Wire Patent Cases, 143 U. S. 275, 12 S. Ct. 443,

36 L. Ed. 154, is pertinent: 'Under such circum-

stances courts have not been reluctant to sustain

a patent to the man who has taken the final step

which has turned a failure into a success. In the

law of patents it is the last step that wins. It may
be strange that, considering the important results

obtained by Kelly in his (prior art) patent, it did

not occur to him to substitute a coiled wire in

place of the diamond-shaped prong, but evidently

it did not ; and to the man to whom it did, ought

not to be denied the quality of inventor. There

are many instances in the reported decisions of

this court where a monopoly has been sustained

in favor of the last of a series of inventors, all of

whom were groping to attain a certain result,

which only the last one of the number seemed
able to grasp.'

"

See also. Walker on Patents, Deller's Ed., page 120.

The classic words of Justice McKenna in the lead-

ing '^ Rubber Tire" case, 220 U. S. at pp. 434-5, are

directly appropriate to a finding of patentable inven-

tion by Turnbow in the premises

:

*'* * * It attained an end not attained by any-

thing in the prior art, and has been accepted as

the termination of the struggle for a completely

successful tire. It possesses such amount of

change from the prior art as to have received the

approval of the Patent Office, and is entitled to

the presumption of invention which attaches to

a patent. Its simplicity should not blind us as to

its character. Many things, and the patent law
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abounds in illustrations, seem obvious after they

have been done, and, 'in the light of the accom-

plished result', it is often a matter of wonder how
they so long 'eluded the search of the discoverer

and set at defiance the speculations of inventive

genius'. Pearl v. Ocean Mills, 11 Off. Gaz. 2.

Knowledge after the event is always easy, and

problems once solved present no difficulties, in-

deed, may be represented as never having had any,

and expert witnesses may be brought forward to

show that the new thing which seemed to have

eluded the search of the world was always ready

at hand and easy to be seen by a merely skillful

attention. But the law has other tests of the in-

vention than subtle conjectures of what might

have been seen and yet was not. It regards a

change as evidence of novelty, the acceptance and

utility of change as a further evidence, even as

demonstration. And it recognizes degrees of

change, dividing inventions into primary and

secondary, and as they are, one or the other, gives

a proportionate dominion to its patent grant. In

other words, the invention may be broadly new,

subjecting all that comes after it to tribute (Rail-

way Co. V. Sayles, 97 U. S. 554, 556) ; it may be

the successor, in a sense, of all that went before,

a step only in the march of improvement, and

limited, therefore, to its precise form and ele-

ments, as the patent in suit is conceded to be. In

its narrow and hiunble form it may not excite our

wonder as may the broader or pretentious form,

but it has as finn a right to protection. Nor does

it detract from its merit that it is the result of

experiment, and not the instant and perfect prod-

uct of inventive power * * *."
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GENERAL STATE OF THE ART AT THE TIME LINDSTAEDT

AND TURNBOW ENTERED THE FIELD.

Problem of the Poultrymen.

Since the best known definition of ''invention" is

''a new means to fill a want", we may better appre-

ciate the Lindstaedt invention if w^e further consider

the ver}^ practical problem that faced the industry at

the time Lindstaedt came into the field in 1928. (3

R-1146.)

The poultry industry in California, as stated by

defendant's witness Bergstedt (2 R-549) w^as a

gigantic enterprise even as early as 1910.

Likewise, as early as 1910, millions of dollars were

being lost to this industry as the result of roundworm

infestation of chickens. (2 R 549.) This parasite

caused tremendous losses in egg production, produced

unhealthy birds, and resulted in the death of large

numbers of birds and, in some cases, of entire flocks.

(Circular 8, University of California, Defendant's Ex.

D, 4 R 1246-9.)

As early as 1916, the University of California, op-

erating through what is known as the California Agri-

cultural Experiment Station, undertook to attempt to

discover a solution to the roundworm problem. (Ex.

D, 4 R 1246.) In this regard, defendant's witness

Bergstedt testified

:

u* * * ^j^g poultry flocks in the Petaluma area

from 1910 to 1915 became infested with what we
call the round worms, and it became so serious

that the farmers lost, well, they must have lost

in that period, oh, about a million dollars through
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loss of poultry. An appeal was made to the

United States Department of Animal Husbandry
to help us out. In the meantime everybody was
experimenting with something to remedy the

situation." (2 R-549.)

That the solution of the problem was neither an \

obvious nor an easy one, but on the contrary, was one

which baffled the experts of the University of Califor-

nia and of the California Agricultural Experiment

Station, despite intensive work on the subject, is well

described in Circular 8 of the California Agricultural

Extension Service, entitled '' Diseases and Parasites

of Poultry in California", written by J. R. Beach and

S. B. Freeborn. (Defendant's Ex. D, 4 R 1246-9.)

Tobacco Infusion Experiments.

This publication (speaking as of 1923) discusses

the trials and failures occurring before Lindstaedt

came into the field, when it says, at 4 R 1246, with

reference to the so-called '' tobacco infusion" method:

*' Tobacco infusions made b}^ steeping chopped
tobacco in water were first recommended but

proved too toxic for the safety of the birds and
continued egg production."

Tobacco Dust Tests.

This same publication (Defendant's Ex. F) takes

the next step of the art, the use of tobacco dust, and

describes not only the method by which that product

was used, but also the reasons why it was rejected by

the industry as a failure

:

''Dry tobacco dust was then tried out at the rate

of 2 per cent by weight of the dry mash and fed
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over a period of three to four weeks. This was a

distinct advance over the old infusion method, but

the unreliability of the nicotine content and the

fact that many birds (some of which needed it

most) refused to eat the treated mash, discour-

aged the use of this material and seemed to indi-

cate that individual treatement was the proper

solution of the problem. " (4 R 1246-7.)

This was corroborated by no less an authority than

Dr. Freeborn, writing in 1927 (Plaintilf's Ex. 27)

where he reported:

"In some cases the unsatisfactory reports were

of entire flock failure but in most cases it was

reported that many individual birds showed heavy

infestation after treatment. (4 R 1224.)

In warning the world of the problems faced in the

use of nicotine, and indicating the desirability of use

of this substance as well as the dangers thereof, Drs.

Beach and Freeborn further said

:

** Nicotine is the most eifective vermifuge dis-

covered thus far but inasmuch as it is a very

strong poison its use in strengths sufficient to

eliminate the worms was fraught with danger to

the treated birds until a safer manner of adminis-

tration was devised which would not decrease egg

production." (Ex. D, 4 R 1247.)

"UNIVERSITY CAPSULE" THE BEST BEFORE
LINDSTAEDT.

It is next reported in the University of California

publication, Defendant's Ex. F, that the California
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Agricultural Experiment Station in 1923 commenced

experimentation with a capsulized mixture of fuller's

earth and Black Leaf 40.

Describing this University Capsule, plaintiff's wit-

ness, Dr. Davis, himself in charge of the California

Agricultural Experiment Station at Petaluma from

1923 to 1926 (3 R-1113), testified:

''Then I think it was in 1924 Mr. Freeborn de-

veloped what he called the University Capsule,

1923 or '24. That was a mixture of Lloyd's Re-

agent and nicotine, the total mass of 350 milli-

grams, and 46 milligrams of nicotine in a No. 2

gelatin capsule." (3 R-1120.)

The formula of this product is stated in Circular 8,

as follows:
'

' Tlie formula which has proved most satisfactory

is made by mixing 6.6 cubic centimeters (7.92

grams) of Black Leaf 40 with 16 grams of Lloyd's

Alkaloidal Reagent. After a thorough mixing the

powder is then packed in No. 2 gelatine capsules

in sufficient quantities to weigh, when filled, from

350 to 400 milligrams." (Ex. D, 4 R 1247.)

The only protection offered by this method was the

gelatine capsule, not as an integral part of the para-

siticide itself.

In discussing the use of the capsulized product,

which came onto the market ultimately as a commer-

cial roundworm treatment, known as the "University

Capsule '

', Drs. Beach and Freeborn state

:

"Care must be taken to place the capsule well

do^vn the bird's throat and then with the thumb
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and forefinger the capsule should be located from

the outside and slid down to the crop." (Ex. D,

4 R 1247.) (Emphasis original.)

To the same effect, see the testimony of Dr. Davis at

3 R-1120.

The obvious objection in using the so-called "Uni-

versity Capsule" method was the ever-present danger

and frequent occurrence of the breaking of a capsule

in the upper alimentary canal of the chicken being

treated, thereby killing the fowl. (3 R-1120-1.)

REASONS FOR FAILURE OF THE UNIVERSITY CAPSULE.

Referring to the reasons for the failure of the Uni-

versity Capsule, Dr. Davis tells us

:

"That was by far the best thing that had been

developed up to that time, but this capsule would

dissolve in water, it would dissolve in the bird's

mouth. The capsule had a tendency to stick to any

moist surface and would quite frequently stick in

the bird's mouth, and the result of this nicotine

and Lloyd's Reagent in the mouth would kill the

bird, or at least produce a very severe shock. It

would get in the windpipe and many birds were

strangled in that way. It was very important that

birds be fed before they were treated; if they

were not there was a severe shock, and if water

was withheld from them before treatment they

would go to the water trough, put their heads

down and drink, put their heads up, let the water

run down and the material would run down in

the mouth and the bird frequently died at the
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water trough following treatment. However, the

capsule was, as I said, the most satisfactory thing

that had been developed up to that time." (3 R-

1120-1.)

A contemporaneous and authoritative statement, in

even more complete fashion, of the entire above briefly

outlined history and the complete state of the art

when Lindstaedt entered the field on January 15, 1928,

is contained in Exhibit 27, a paper entitled ''The Use

of Nicotine Sulphate in the Control of the Intestinal

Roundworm", delivered by Dr. Stanley B, Freeborn,

co-author of Circular 8, Defendant's Ex. D, of Uni-

versity of California Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion, before the World's Poultry Congress in the first

week of August, 1927.*

A careful study of all that is contained in the

numerous patents and publications offered by defend-

ant fails to disclose anything that will give us more

than is found in Circular 8, Ex. D, and more fully

analyzed in Ex. 27.

This is particularly significant when it is remem-

bered that Ex. D, and the Freeborn Paper, Ex. 27,

represent the latest publications before the Court, in-

cluding all art offered by the defense, Ex. 27 being

published only five months before the date of Lind-

staedt 's invention in January, 1928. (3 R-1120.)

*Ex. 27, by the way, the Freeborn article delivered before the World 's

Poultry Congress in August, 1927, was pleaded by appellant as alleged de-

fensive material but was not offered in evidence by defendant. This made it

necessary for plaintiffs to produce the comprehensive article for the aid of

the Court. (4 R 1222-8.)
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Dr. Leake, professor of pharmacology at the Uni-

versity of California Medical School, renowned toxi-

cologist, pharmacologist and physiologist, referring to

Ex. 27, said:

'^That summarizes, then, the highest state of

the art as I find it revealed by these publications

;

in other words, that by 1928 the most satisfactory

form of removing roundworms from chickens was

to administer a combination of nicotine sulphate

as found in Black Leaf 40 with Lloyd's Alkaloidal

Reagent in the form of a gelatin capsule." (3

R-1034.)

LINDSTAEDT'S PROBLEM.

The problem facing Lindstaedt, therefore, at the

time he made his discovery in January, 1928 (3

R-1146), was that of devising some method of hold-

ing nicotine or other suitable toxic substances in

some manner that would render the nicotine harmless

to the bird or animal to which it was administered,

and yet leave or place the active substance, nicotine,

in such form as would permit it to exert its recog-

nized parasiticidal function.

Nicotine and such substances, as we shall herein-

after observe, were recognized in the art as desirable

parasiticides, but at the same time this product, which

would kill the parasite when used in parasiticidal

quantity, would likewise kill the animal to which it

was administered as a remedy.

The art, as we have seen supra, disclosed various

products which would to some extent act to eliminate
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parasites in poultry, but each of these products had

certain fundamental objections or disadvantages from

the standpoint of usage, practice, function, or effect.

The principal objections in the art were that these

products prior to Lindstaedt were toxic or lethal in

themselves, or that because of the necessary limita-

tions in methods of administration they impaired the

normal laying function of hens, or that they were

distasteful to the birds if administered in flock form,

and therefore would not be eaten by the birds, or that

the quantities of nicotine administered were variable,

sometimes non-parasiticidal and sometimes lethal to

the bird, and other reasons which will hereinafter be

discussed.

PLAINTIFFS' PRODUCT REPLACED PRIOR ART COMPOUNDS.

The adoption of plaintiffs' products by the trade

to the virtual exclusion of the prior art products is

an impressive demonstration of the value of plain-

tiffs' products to the trade, and acts as a real tribute

of the buying public to the inventions of plaintiffs.

Along this line it is helpful to turn to the record

and consider the micontradicted testimony of Dr.

Davis (3 R-1133), where there is tabularly set up the

sales made by Dr. Davis of plaintiffs' products, and,

for comparison, the sales of the leading competing

remedies from a date prior to introduction of plain-

tiffs' product in the market in 1930 to substantially

the end of the year 1938. In summary fashion this

table may be translated in terms of individual bird

treatment as follows:
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University Capsules

and

Plaintiffs ' Product Prior Art Products

1927

1928 1,288,800

1929 1,465,600

1930 603,900 1,247,800

1931 2,287,400 264,700

1932 1,762,700 217,300

1933 872,600 120,600

1934 848,700 52,100

1935

1936

1937

903,000

673,100

325,750

95,900

72,000

90,000

1938 329,400 13,200

Total birds

Treated

:

8,606,550 4,928,000

PLAINTIFFS' PRODUCT SUPPLANTS THE PRIOR ART
PRACTICES.

As shown at 3 R-1133, plaintiffs introduced their

product into the market in July, 1930. The total sales

of plaintiffs' product in 1930 represent to a large ex-

tent the difference appearing in sales of the prior art

products between 1929 and 1930, thus showing that

plaintiffs' business was largely gained from trade

previously enjoyed by parasiticides theretofore on the

market.

This latter fact is strongly brought out in the con-

trast of sales during the year 1931, which shows that

the sales of the prior art products fell off by approxi-
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mately one million doses, while sales of plaintiffs'

products increased in that year by a figure even

greater than that amount. Consideration of the table

above, and allowance up until 1933 for factors aris-

ing from the well-known economic depression, show

that plaintiffs' sales maintain an increasing sales

rate, while the so-called prior art products were vir-

tually replaced thereby, and disappeared from the

market. Thus, where in 1929 there were more than

an aggregate of one and one-half million doses of

University Capsules and Kill-Well, sold to the trade,

in 1938, less than one per cent, 13,200 doses, of that

quantity of that product, were sold.

DEFENDANT'S BUSINESS TAKEN FROM PLAINTIFFS.

Before leaving consideration of sales of plaintiffs'

products, it is interesting to observe from the fore-

going comparative sales record how sharply defend-

ant's business cut into plaintiffs' trade. In 1932, as the

table shows, plaintiffs, at the bottom of the late but

not lamented economic depression, had a steadily in-

creasing business totalling 1,762,700 doses of Mco-Gel.

The following year, 1933, when business recovery had

already set in, an increase would normally have oc-

curred; nevertheless plaintiffs' business, due to the

advent of defendant in the field with a Chinese copy

of the Lindstaedt discovery, dropped off over 50%, to

872,600 doses. This was a business loss of almost one

million doses, a startling figure. This was the year

when ''Kon-Trold Nicotine", defendant's product,

came on the market. (2 R-713.)
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COMMERCIAL SUCCESS.

Few inventions, starting from '' scratch" as did this

one of Lindstaedt, ever show such phenomenal growth.

This success, moreover, was not due to any elaborate

schemes of advertising or of sales promotion. The

product of the Lindstaedt process sold itself. The

marked advantages of the product made the article

sell itself.

It is therefore observed, from a commercial stand-

point, that plaintiffs, by offering a product which,

for the first time, filled a long-felt want, virtually

drove the entire prior art parasiticide business from

the field when they brought their product on the

market in 1930.

As this Court recently said in Research Products

Co. V. Tretolite, 106 F. (2d) 530, 2:

''So great and immediate a success speaks

strongly of invention, adding emphasis to the

strong presumption of invention raised by the

issuance of the patent."

As said in Eihel Co. v. Paper Co., 261 U. S. 45, at

page 63, re commercial success:

'

' In administering the patent law the court first

looks into the art to find what the real merit of

the alleged discovery or invention is and whether

it has advanced the art substantially. If it has

done so, then the court is liberal in its construc-

tion of the patent to secure to the inventor the

reward he deserves."

And in the case of Kurtz v. Belle etc. Co., 280 F.

277, 281, Judge Hough had the following to say with

respect to commercial success:
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''Commercial success has been too recently and

too often considered to justify much citation, but

however unsafe as a guide (Boston etc. Co. v.

Automatic, C. C. A. 276 F. 910) it has always

been a powerful piece of evidence, especially

when the prior art shows no success along the

same lines."

Plaintiffs continued to enjoy a good business in

their new product until 1933, when plaintiffs were

forced thereafter to share their business with defend-

ant's product by reason of the infringement of plain-

tiffs' rights by defendant. However, plaintiffs could

do nothing to protect themselves against the unlawful

acts of defendant and Alexander & Son, manufac-

turers of defendant's product, until April 7, 1936,

when the Lindstaedt patent issued, and, in the case

of the Tumbow patent, until August 31, 1937, when

the Turnbow patent was finally granted by the United

States Patent Office. As far as the record shows, ex-

cept for the competition of defendant, plaintiffs'

monopoly w^ould have remained unchallenged.

DEFENDANT'S PRODUCT.

DEFENDANT FOLLOWS THE TEACHINGS OF
LINDSTAEDT AND TURNBOW.

Since the defendant by ''Stipulation of Facts"

(Ex. 9) and elsewhere in the record (for example, at

1 R 207) has conceded that the products purchased

from defendant or furnished by defendant to plain-

tiffs pursuant to interrogatories Ex. 6a, to-wit, Alex-

ander & Son's "Kon-Trold Nicotine", were sold by





EXHIBIT 16A. .

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS j

OF DEFENDANT'S j

''ALEXANDER'S NICOTINE COMPOUND". |

Ingredients

Sample #1
Exhibit #14

Sample #2
Exhibit #15

Sample #3
Exhibit #7

Nicotine

Colloidal Substances

Resins

Protein

Ash
Sulphur Trioxide

Combined Water and

Unclassified Materials

4.2%)

57.9%

46.7%o

11.2%

31.5%

2.2%)

4.2%

4.0%)

57.3%

46.4%

10.9%c>

31.7%

2.1%^

4.9%

4.5%;

60.3% i

49.6%)

10.7%o

31.4%-

2.3%:

1.5%:

Totals. 100.0%) 100.0%) 100.0%

DEFENDii

Calcula

Nicotin

Colloid

Ratio E

Nicotin

Colloid

lnt's Ratio Est

ted on Sample 4;

e

al Substances

STABLISHED BY P

e

al Substances

ABLiSHED Above

tl, Exhibit #14

70 80

965 1103

ATENT IN Suit.

70 80

900 1000
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defendant prior to the filing of the bills of complaint

in the two cases here, and subsequent to the issuance

of both patents in suit, it is unnecessary at this point

to review the proofs in that regard, other than to

point out that by stipulation (1 R 211-212) the speci-

men packages (Exhibits 7, 12, 13, 14 and 15) were

offered and received in evidence as the specific prod-

ucts of defendant herein charged to infringe, and

were admittedly sold by this defendant.

ANALYSIS OF DEFENDANT'S PRODUCT—CHART EX. 16.

The chemical analysis of the product purchased

from defendant, and particularly of Exs. 7,* 14 and 15,

was made by Dr. Ramage and reported by him in

detail in his testimony (1 R-263 et seq.) The work of

Dr. Ramage is carefully and in detail discussed in his

testimony and is summarized for the purpose of this

brief in the chart Ex. 16A, a copy of which is repro-

duced opposite.

Further comparison of defendant's product with

the claims of plaintiffs' patents will be found herein

under the topic of Infringement.

DEFENDANT'S CUT-PRICE PRACTICES.

We learned from this witness Alexander, by the

way, the underlying reason why the defendant was

able so promptly to encroach upon the business of

*Cai-ton of '
' Kon-Trold Nicotine '

' offered by defendant in response to

interrogatories. (1 R 206.)
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plaintiffs, when defendant's witness Alexander testi-

fied (2 R-750) that he sold his product at a cut-rate

price of $2.70 per thousand doses while plaintiffs'

product brought a price of $3.50 per thousand doses.

(3R-1133.)

With a duplicate product sold at a cut price, it is

never difficult for an interloper to steal the business of

his competitor. When protection of United States

Letters Patent intervene, such activity becomes un-

lawful. Since plaintiffs were and are operating under

protection of Letters Patent, these actions are being

prosecuted to invoke the aid of this Honorable Court

in protecting plaintiffs in the rights secured to them

by the Constitution and laws of the United States.

DEFENDANT'S FORMAL NOTICE OF LINDSTAEDT PATENT
AS EARLY AS JULY 9, 1936.

It was stipulated between the parties (1 R 211)

that plaintiff first used a label giving statutory notice*

of plaintiffs' rights as of the agreed date of July 9,

1936, and shortly after the Lindstaedt patent issued.

49]

'Section 4900, United States Eevised Statutes (U.S.C.A., title 35, Sec.

"It shall be the duty of all patentees, and their assigns and legal

representatives, and of all persons making or vending any patented
article for or under them, to give sufficient notice to the public that
the same is patented; either by fixing thereon the word 'patent', to-

gether with the number of the patent; or when, from the character
of the article, this cannot be done by fixing to it, or to the package
wherein one or more of them is enclosed, a label containing the like

notice: * * * and in any suit for infringement by the party failing

so to mark, no damages shall be recovered by the plaintiff, except on
proof that the defendant was duly notified of the infringement and
continued, after such notice to make, use, or vend the article so

patented. '

'
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In addition, plaintiffs by their counsel sent to de-

fendant notice of infringement, a copy of which is in

evidence here as Plaintiffs' Exhibit 11, this notice

being under date of September 28, 1936. Authenticity

of Exhibit 11 was stipulated by defendant in the

Stipulation of Facts, Exhibit 9 herein, dated Novem-

ber 18, 1938, filed in the pleadings of these causes No-

vember 22, 1938.

Thus we see that both defendant and its manu-

facturer, Alexander & Sons, in privity with defend-

ant, continued activities of infringement with full

knowledge and awareness of the rights and position

of plaintiffs.

Settlement negotiations having proved futile, the

first of these suits was filed on October 7, 1936. (2

R-735.)

Exemplifying plaintiffs' good faith in pursuing

their rights promptly upon issuance of their patent,

we find defendant's witness Alexander, the manu-

facturer of ''Kon-Trold Nicotine", testifying that

sometime shortly after the Lindstaedt patent issued,

on April 7, 1936, and either in June or July of that

same year (2 R-723), he was approached on settlement

of the entire problem by plaintiff Grover D. Turnbow,

acting both in his individual capacity and as a repre-

sentative of plaintiff Lederle Laboratories, Inc. Nego-

tiations were carried on continuously into September

or October, 1936 (2 R-735), when these negotiations,

trying to bring about an amicable disposition of the

controversy, were terminated by the witness Alex-
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ander, when in a letter (Ex. 25, 2 R-746-7) he wrote

to plaintiff Turnbow:

'^Furthermore, we are advised by the best avail-

able legal counsel and analytical chemists that

we are not in any way infringing on your patent

No. 2,036,638, nor any other patent of record at

the present time.

"However, we dislike being accused and threat-

ened with lawsuits because of a difference of

opinion. Kon-Trold Nicotine is manufactured by
a secret formula and process, so that we cannot

go into details that would disclose the funda-

mental principles involved. On the other hand,

if in your opinion, we are infringers we will wel-

come a detailed analysis, and if it is shown con-

clusively that w^e are not within our legal rights,

we will lose no time in making such changes neces-

sary to relieve the contention." (2 R-746.)

INFRINGEMENT.

In the Court below, defendant made no effort, be-

yond a simple denial in its answer in each of these

causes, to coimteract in any way the careful proofs

of infringement presented by plaintiffs and found

by the District Court to be adequate to support the

charge. (IR 130-2, IR 179-183.) These proofs of in-

fringement as off'ered by plaintiffs stand wholly un-

contradicted and unimpeached.

Nevertheless, for the first time in these proceed-

ings, appellant in its brief attempts now to contend
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that infringement has not been proved and, even more

extravagantly, that

:

''The District Court did not determine the com-

ponents of defendant's product or the principle

upon which such components are combined,

—

whether the nicotine is chemically combined with

the other substances or merely held by adsorption

or absorption. The District Court merely found

that defendant's product 'is a parasiticide for

internal use comprising a toxic substance, nico-

tine or one of its salts, in a quantity greater than

a normally lethal dose, and a colloidal substance

such as rosin, casein, fuller's earth or their

equivalent, for colloidally holding the toxic sub-

stance to protect against the lethal effect of such

dose.'" (Brief p. 22.)

Ais a matter of fact, the qualitative and quantitative

findings of the District Court concerning defendant's

product not only included the generic statements

above attributed to the Court but, in contradiction of

defendant's statements of lack of proof, the District

Court went on to find (IR 128) :

'

' 34. Said Alexander & Son 's ' Kon-Trold Nico-

tine' by analysis was shown to contain approxi-

mately four to five per cent nicotine and ap-

proximately sixty per cent colloidal substances

including resinous matter and proteinous matter,

in addition to approximately thirty per cent of

inorganic colloidal substances and other inciden-

tal ingredients making up the whole.

"35. Three samples of said Alexander &
Son's 'Kon-Trold Nicotine', manufactured by

Alexander & Son, Van Nuys and Burbank, Cali-
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fomia, and sold and used or caused to be sold

and used, by defendant Farmers' Cooperative

Exchange, showed qualitative and quantitative

chemical analyses as follows:

Sample ^1 Sample #2 Sample #3

Nicotine 4.2% 4.0% 4.5%

Colloidal substances .... 57.9% 57.3% 60.3%

Resin 46.7% 46.4% 49.6%

Protein 11.2% 10.9% 10.7%

Ash 31.5% 31.7% 31.4%

Sulphur Trioxide 2.2% 2.1% 2.3%

Combined water and

unclassified materials . . 4.2% 4.9% 1.5%

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

'^36. Said Alexander & Son's 'Kon-Trold
Nicotine' substantially duplicates, in its propor-

tions of nicotine and colloidal substances such

as resinous matter and proteinous matter present,

the teachings of Linstaedt patent No. 2,036,638,

where it is taught that a ratio should be preserved

of, preferably, from 70 to 80 milligrams of nico-

tine to 900 to 1000 milligrams of such colloidal

substances. In this respect defendant employed

a ratio of 70 to 80 milligrams of nicotine to 965

to 1103 milligrams of colloidal substances, com-
prising resinous and proteinous matter, in said

product Alexander's 'Kon-Trold Nicotine'.

"37. Said Alexander's 'Kon-Trold Nicotine'

manufactured by Alexander & Son, Van Nuys
and Burbank, C^alifornia, and used and sold, and

caused to be used and sold, by defendant Farm-

ers' Cooperative Exchange, Inc., is qualitatively

and quantitatively substantially identical to the

preferred embodiment of the invention of Lind-
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staedt as disclosed and claimed by him in his

patent No. 2,036,638.

^'38. Said Alexander & Son's 'Kon-Trold

Nicotine', a parasiticide, includes each and all

of the elements of claims 2, 3, 6, 8, 11 and 12 of

said Letters Patent No. 2,036,638 in suit."

Absolutely ignoring the foregoing, defendant at

page 22 of its brief says there is no finding as to

"whether the nicotine is chemically combined with

the other substances". We might add, there is no

showing by defendant of an evidentiary nature that

suggests that such finding is material to these issues,

for the reason that the Lindstaedt patent No. 2,036,-

638 in suit is not concerned with the production of a

chemical compound. Lindstaedt is concerned with the

manufacture of a product which he classes as "a

parasiticide for internal use" which comprises an

amount of a toxic substance, for example nicotine,

in a quantity which will be normally lethal and which

is '^colloidally held" (absorbed and/or adsorbed, as

contrasted with actual chemical reaction) by a col-

loidal substance, in which manner as to protect against

the lethal effect of the dose of toxic substance present.

(Patent 1:2:5-7 and 57-63.)

There is nothing in this teaching that prescribes

as a requirement to produce the product of Lind-

staedt that chemical combination take place, nor are

any of the claims of the Lindstaedt patent directed

to the production of a chemical compound or a chem-

ical composition of matter. The distinction between

the "absorption and/or adsorption" method of hold-

ing described in the Lindstaedt patent, and chemical
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reaction, was discussed by Dr. Ramage when he testi-

fied (1 R-237) :

^'Lindstaedt says that the nicotine or other toxic

substance is absorbed or adsorbed by the col-

loidal holding substance, by the substance of col-

loidal nature, and he indicates that this holding

agent is different from a strict chemical combi-

nation of the material."

Upon the basis of the foregoing, the challenge of de-

fendant that the Court "failed" to find whether there

was a chemical combination between nicotine and the

other substances is nebulous and deceptive, if it is

intended to constitute a reflection upon the adequacy

of proof by plaintiffs of infringement by defendant.

It is; readily seen that the important conclusion to be

drawn by the Court was that defendant's product

followed the teachings of Lindstaedt, which do not

call for the production of a chemical union.

FINDINGS PRESUMPTIVELY CORRECT.

In Adamson v. Gilliland, 242 U.S. 350, at 353, the

Court said:

"Considering that a patent has been granted

to the plaintiff the case is preeminently one for

the application of the practical rule that so far

as the finding of the master or judge who saw

the witnesses 'depends upon conflicting testimony,

or upon the credibility of witnesses, or so far as

there is any testimony consistent with the find-

ing, it must be treated as unassailable' (citing)

Davis V. Schwartz, 155 U.S. 631, 636".
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Defendant continues its challenge of proof of in-

fringement by saying that:

'' Although Ramage testifies that defendant's

product contains some of the colloidal substances

specifically named in the Lindstaedt Patent, proof

is entirely lacking that such substances are in a

colloidally acting state in defendant's product."

(Brief p. 23.)

To the contrary is the uncontradicted testimony of

Dr. Ramage, based, as we have seen, on his own tests

and on the disclosures of Lindstaedt, in answer to a

question as to whether or not the colloidal substance is

present in defendant's product, and exerts a colloidal

holding action on the toxic substance to protect against

the lethal effect of the dose thereof, that (1 R 273) :

"I can say that the colloidal substances that

are present there would effectively hold against

the toxic action of the nicotine. * * *

u* * * ^jjgpg jg plenty of colloidal material to

hold the toxic material firmly so that it would
not have a toxic action on the chicken. Of course,

it is only reasonable to assume that it is there

for no other purpose."

The District Court interrogated Dr. Ramage on the

holding action of the colloidal substances in defend-

ant's product, the questioning resulting in the follow-

ing testimony:
'

' The Court. From the standpoint of a chemist

has it that function?

A. From what I know of the absorbing power
or the holding power of materials of this char-

acter for material of the character of nicotine.
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I ican say definitely that that would be the func-

tion of the material in such a nicotine com-

pound." (1 R-273.)

In relating this testimony, not only to defendant's

product but also to the teachings of Lindstaedt, Dr.

Ramage testified:

''Q. Can you state whether or not under the

teachings of the Lindstaedt Patent in suit the

substance used for holding nicotine or the toxic

substance against lethal effect must be any pure

colloidal substance ?

A. I can say definitely it is not necessary for

the substance to be any pure colloidal substance.

It is only necessary that the substance be of a

colloidal nature, namely, having active chemical

groupings in its constitution, which would make
it an effective holding agent for nicotine.

Q. State whether or not it is necessary to re-

duce a substance of colloidal nature, as that term

is used by Lindstaedt, to a state of colloidal dis-

persion in order to secure the holding action by
absorption or adsorption that is defined by Lind-

staedt ?

A. It is not necessary to reduce the substance

to a state of colloidal dispersion. It is only neces-

sary that by some means sufficient surface of the

colloidal material be exposed so that the nicotine

can have access to the active holding group. This

can be done by grinding the product so it can

have a very large surface exposed or by partially

melting the product and mixing with the melted

product, or by similar mechanical means which

do not constitute reducing to a colloidal disper-

sion." (1 R-477-479.)

1
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The foregoing scarcely supports the extravagant

statement of appellant that ** proof is entirely lack-

ing" on this subject. In the light of the foregoing

demonstrations, which might be continued almost line

by line and certainly page by page through defend-

ant's consideration of the question in infringement,

appellee believes that it will be helpful and appropri-

ate to consider in prima facie fashion the uncontra-

dicted proofs of infringement offered by the plaintiffs

and found by the District Court to be entirely ade-

quate io support the charge.

QUALITATIVE COMPARISON.

Reference to the chart Ex. 16A (appearing at p.

1218 of the Exhibit Book) shows that defendant's

product is primarily nicotine incorporated with vari-

ous substances of colloidal nature. These holding sub-

stances, as is indicated by the chart produced by Dr.

Ramage, are largely of the classes of resins and pro-

teins, the resin being principally rosin and the pro-

tein being derived from the casein of milk or the

casein of soy bean meal. (1 R-251.) In addition, the

bulk of remaining material, indicated on the chart as

*'ash, sulphur trioxide, combined water and unclassi-

fied materials," was shown by Dr. Ramage possibly

to have some colloidal holding characteristics. (1

R-266, and cross-examination 1 R-391.)

As we have seen from previous discussion, these

substances, defined qualitatively by Dr. Ramage as

determined from an analysis of defendant's product.
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are the exact ingredients specifically recommended by

Lindstaedt as the substances preferred to be used in

producing the Lindstaedt parasiticide (nicotine or

nicotine sulphate—Lindstaedt patent 1:2:4-5; protein

of casein or soy bean meal—patent 1:2:19-20.)

From a qualitative standpoint, therefore, this shows

the product of defendant, exemplified by Exhs. 7, 14

and 15, to constitute, in all essential particulars, the

exact, preferred form of product taught by Lind-

staedt.

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON.

Quantitatively, Lindstaedt in his patent teaches

(patent 1:2:25-9) the use of 70-80 milligrams of any

of the described alkaloids, such as nicotine, with 900-

1000 milligrams of any of the described substances of

colloidal nature, for example, the protein of casein

or soy bean meal, and resins such as rosin, to produce

a satisfactory form of plaintiffs' parasiticide.

The chart Exhibit 16A, to be seen opposite page.*??-'^!

hereof, discloses, as we have seen, that nicotine, pro-

tein or casein, and resins, principally rosin, are found

in the defendant's product, nicotine being present in

an amount from 4.0 to 4.2 per cent of the total mass,

while the resins and protein combined are present in

an amount equal to 58.6 to 59.2 per cent.

Translated into terms of the patent, defendant's

product can readily be compared with the specific

formula of the patent (1:2:24-9) by reference to the

ratio appearing at the bottom of the chart Exh. 16A,





EXHIBIT 17A.

COMPARATIVE QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF
DEPENDANT'S PRODUCT WITH LINDSTAEDT PATENT

EXPRESSED IN MILLIGRAMS PER GRAM
OF TOTAL MATERIAL.

Patent at 80 900

Patent at 80 1000

Patent at 70 900

Patent at 70 1000

Colloidal

Nicotine Substances Filler

42 473 485

42 525 433

42 540 418

42 600 358

Defendant 's Product

Sample #1 (Exhibit #14) 42

Patent at 80 : 900

Patent at 80 : 1000

Patent at 70 : 900

Patent at 70 : 1000

Defendant 's Product

Sample Furnished by
Defendant (Ex. #7)

45

45

45

45

45

579

507

563

579

643

603

366

Patent at 80 : 900 40 450 510

Patent at 80 : 1000 40 500 460

Patent at 70 : 900 40 514 446

Patent at 70 : 1000 40 571 389

Defendant's Product

Sample #2 (Exhibit #15) 40 573 374

493

437

421

357

397

Em

EXHIBIT 18A.

COMPARATIVE QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF
DEFENDANT'S PRODUCT WITH LINDSTAEDT PATENT

EXPRESSED IN PERCENTAGES.

Patent at 80

Patent at 80

Patent at 70

Patent at 70

900

1000

900

1000

^ /Sample #1 (Exhibit #14)
g ) Sample #2 (Exhibit #15)

I ^ Sample #3 (Exhibit #7)
^ (Average of Samples #1, #2 and #3.

Colloidal

icotine Substances

8.2% 91.8%

7.4% 92.6%

7.2% 92.8%

6.4% 93.6%

6.8% 93.2%

6.5% 93.5%

6.9% 93.1%

6.7% 93.3%
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which shows that when taken in proportions of 70

milligrams of nicotine to 900 milligrams of colloidal

substance, the defendant's product contains, with 70

milligrams of nicotine, almost exactly the same

amount, or 980 milligrams, of coUodial substance.

This ratio discloses that defendant has, in follow-

ing Lindstaedt's teaching, simply leaned slightly fur-

ther to the side of protection, employing a slightly

higher proportion of colloidal agent to nicotine than

is set up as the minimum preference of the patent.

The patent teaches safety ; the defendant has followed

that teaching and has even gone slightly further in

the same direction.

DEFENDANT EXACTLY FOLLOWED LINDSTAEDT'S
TEACHINGS TO LETTER.

Reference to the comparative analysis charts, Exs.

17A and 18A, reproductions of which are interposed

here, at the opposite page^ i^xt following, illustrates

clearly, both in milligram content of product analyzed

and in percentage of total material, the fact that the

defendant, in producing its parasiticide, duplicated

the product disclosed in the Lindstaedt patent.

On this point. Dr. Ramage testified (1 R-257-264) :

''The nicotine actually found in the defendant's

product was 42 milligrams of nicotine per gram
of total material. That was the 4.2 per cent given

in my analysis. For this amount of nicotine the

patent teaches that the amount of colloidal hold-

ing substance which is preferable to use can range
from 473 to 600. (1 R-257.)
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i(* * * Exhibit 14, on that same basis, contains

579 milligrams of colloidal substance, which is

within the range of the preferred teaching of the

patent. (1 R-257.)

a* * * Exhibit 15, I adopted 40 milligrams of

nicotine per gram of material as a common basis

of comparison of the product with the teaching

of the patent, and on that basis I find that the

patent teaches that from 450 milligrams to 571

milligrams of substance of colloidal nature gives

an adequate holding of the 40 milligrams of nico-

tine. * * * The defendant has 573 milligrams

of colloidal substance in his product. * * *

(1 R 259.)

^'Exhibit 7, I found 4.5 per cent of nicotine.

In considering this on the basis of one gram of

the product that 4.5 per cent would be equivalent

to 45 milligrams of nicotine. Taking the teaching

of the patent on the same basis of 45 milligrams

of nicotine, the patent teaches that from 507 to

643 milligrams of holding substance is adequate

to hold the 45 milligrams of nicotine. I found

in defendant's product, Exhibit 7, 603 milligrams

and colloidal holding substance to hold the 45

milligrams of nicotine. * * *" (1 R-263.)

Translating the problem into percentage, the com-

parisons between defendant's product and the patent

were brought out by Dr. Ramage as follows (1 R-

265):

''I find that the range of the preferred teach-

ing of the patent is from 6.4 per cent of nicotine

to 8.2 per cent of nicotine and that sample No. 1,

Ex. 14, of the defendant's product contains 6.8

per cent of nicotine, and sample No. 2 contains
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6.5 per cent of nicotine, and sample No. 3, 6.9

per cent of nicotine. All three samples of the de-

fendant's product contain an amount of nicotine

which falls within the range indicated by the

patent."

That defendant, or the manufacturer of defendant 's

product, Alexander & Son, followed precisely the pre-

ferred example of Lindstaedt (1:2:24-29)—was stated

by Dr. Ramage

:

''My examination of the defendant's product

and my analysis of that product have indicated

very definitely to me that the product could be

made almost exactly as it is made by a person

who had no other knowledge of the art than a

previous study of the Lindstaedt patent." (1 R-

267.)

DR. RAMAGE 'S SUMMARY OF COMPARISON OF DEFENDANT'S
PRODUCT WITH TEACHINGS OF LINDSTAEDT.

After completing his analysis, Dr. Ramage directly

compared the defendant's product wdth the Lind-

staedt patent in the following language:

''The patent teaches the use of a toxic sub-

stance in quantities greater than the normal

lethal dose, combined with a colloidal holding

agent to prevent the toxic action and permit the

administration of a much larger quantity of the

toxic substance than would be possible if the col-

loidal holding agent were not present; in fact,

the quantity of toxic substance approximating

ten times the normal lethal dose can be admin-

istered when following the teachings of the pat-

ent, without killing the chicken. * * * This per-
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mits the giving to the chicken of an adequate

amount of nicotine to eradicate the parasites ac-

cording to the teachings of the patent. Inci-

dentally, I might say, when I stated 'toxic sub-

stance' I referred to nicotine or nicotine sul-

phate, or possibly to other nicotine compounds,

but the important thing is that the material is

poisonous, and under the teaching of the patent

it must be held by some colloidal substance to

decrease that poisonous action on the chicken to

the point where a large, excessive dose can be

given to eradicate the parasite. From my exami-

nation of the product, taken in conjunction with

the directions given on the label of the defend-

ant's product, it indicates that he has done ex-

actly the same thing, namely, holding his nicotine

or nicotine compound by means of some colloidal

material—in this case specifically resinous ma-
terials and protein—in such manner that the

nicotine is not released until it reaches the alka-

line digestive juices of the chicken, and then is

readily released; so that the defendant's product

very closely parallels the teaching of the patent.

* * * Chemically, the analysis that I have made
of this product is so close to the teaching of the

patent one would consider the two identical."

(1 R-267-268.)

IMITATION TRIBUTE TO INVENTION AND ADMISSION
OF INFRINGEMENT.

The imitation of the thing patented by one who

denies invention can be regarded as conclusive evi-

dence of what the defendant really thinks of the

patented process and product, and is persuasive

evidence of what the whole world ought to think.
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(Kurtz V, Belle etc. Co,, 280 F. 277, 281 ; David v.

Ha/rris, 206 F. 902, 904; Smith v. Peck, 262 F. 415,

417). As was said by the Honorable Judge Inch in

the case of Sandtisky v. Brooklyn Box Toe Co. (D.

C. E. D. N. Y.), 13 F. (2d) 238, 241:

''It seems to me that defendant has placed his

own estimate on the value of plaintiff's invention

as being something desirable and worth while."

That the imitation by defendant is cogent evidence

of utility was well stated by this Court in Ersted v.

Willamette Iron d Steel Works, 28 F.(2d) 960, as

follows

:

"* * * in denying its value the user of an im-

provement assumes a heavy burden. 'The tribute

of its imitation is cogent evidence of its utility.'

Cincinnati Traction Co. v. Pope (C. C. A.), 210

F. 443, 449 ; Diamond Rubber Co. v. Cons. Rubber
Tire Co., 220 U.S. 428, 441, 31 S. Ct. 445, 450,

55 L. Ed. 527."

To the same effect is the statement of Judge Camp-

bell in Wheeler Salvage Co. v. Rinelli <£• Gimrdino,

295 F. 717, 725:

"If the method claimed by plaintiff be a true

method, then the defendant cannot dispute that

it is of practical value, because the defendant

has tendered to it the sincerest form of flattery,

that of imitation."
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ANALYSIS OF CLAIMS IN SUIT AND APPLICATION
THEREOF TO DEFENDANT'S PRODUCT.

LINDSTAEDT PATENT.

The plaintiffs announced, at the outset of trial in

the Court below that for the purposes of this action

they were charging infringement of claims 2, 3, 6, 8,

11 and 12 of Lindstaedt Patent No. 2,036,638. (1

R-199.) These claims will next be briefly discussed

and applied to defendant's parasiticide.

CLAIM 2.

For purposes of broad consideration of the question

of infringement, attention is first directed to claim 2

of the patent, which reads:

**2. A parasiticide for internal use comprising

a toxic substance in quantity greater than the

normally lethal dose and a colloidal substance

for colloidally holding the toxic substance to pro-

tect against the lethal effect of such dose."

It will be noted that this claim is quantitative in

its prescriptions in three principal respects, as fol-

lows ;

(a) It calls for a product which may be classed

as ''a parasiticide" imder the teachings of Lindstaedt.

Quantities less than 5 to 10 milligrams of an alka-

loidal substance such as pure nicotine or nicotine

sulphate, while lethal to a chicken, were not efficient

to destroy parasites, Lindstaedt stated. (Lindstaedt

1:1:27-33.) Exemplary of quantitative definition of

a parasiticidal dosage of nicotine, Lindstaedt says
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that he can use 70-80 milligrams of alkaloidal sub-

stance (Lindstaedt l;l:47-50) as an effective para-

siticide.

(b) Lindstaedt then prescribes that ''a toxic sub-

stance" be employed "in quantity greater than the

normally lethal dose
'

'. Illustrative of what constitutes

a lethal dose, Lindstaedt says that 5 to 10 milligrams

of an alkaloidal substance such as pure nicotine or

nicotine sulphate is lethal when placed in the mouth

of a chicken. (Lindstaedt 1:1:27-30.)

(c) Third, as a quantitative requirement, Lind-

staedt specifies that a sufficient amount of "a col-

loidal substance" shall be used "to protect against

the lethal effect" of the toxic substance.

This same quantitative character of the claims fol-

lows through all of the Ijindstaedt claims in suit. In

each instance Lindstaedt expressly prescribes that

there be present more nicotine than noi'mally suffi-

cient to kill the host, and a sufficient quantity of

holding agent, defined as "a colloidal substance", to

prevent lethal effect to the bird or animal to be

treated, Lindstaedt saying that at the same time the

resultant product shall be a parasiticide, and there-

fore necessarily niust be employed in parasiticidal

quantity.

The appellant, despite the obvious quantitative re-

quirements of the claims, has the temerity in its brief

(p. 50) to state:

"None of the Lindstaedt patent claims is lim-

ited to any specific proportion of nicotine or of

colloid * * *."
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and
* * * »>**No proportions are specified

and

''The attempt is to define by the effect—the

function—of the colloid, not by the amount there-

of, thereby prescribing that the product contains

sufficient colloid in amount or proportion to se-

cure the desired result."

And after this self-serving, unsupportable reasoning,

the appellant glibly reaches the conclusion that

:

''For this reason the claims are void for in-

definiteness, uncertainty and functionality."

DEFENDANT'S ATTACK ON SUFnOIENCY OF
LINDSTAEDT CLAIMS.

The only attack made on the claims is that they

are indefinite in failing to state by some measure-

ment precise amounts of holding agent and of the

lethal dose to be used in every conceivable set of cir-

cumstances, in the product described by the patent.

This criticism is repeated so frequently throughout

defendant's brief that it is impractical to make com-

prehensive page and line references, but typical of

this charge is the language appearing on page 50.

The patentee did all that was required of him, par-

ticularly as he was addressing those "skilled in the

art". Lindstaedt gave one precise example by which

his discovery could be reduced to practice with com-

plete success. That is what the statute prescribes.

(See 4886, U. S. R. S.)
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That such discovery was successful is attested to by

the tribute paid to it by defendant in exactly dupli-

cating the disclosures, in using nicotine, rosin and

casein in the same manner and in the same propor-

tions as described by Lindstaedt in the example ap-

pearing in his patent at 1:2:24-29. A comparative

analysis of this precise imitation is readily observed

in the charts Exhibits 17A and 18A, reproductions

of which appear opposite p. 47, supra.

'

'SKILLED IN THE ART. '

'

It is sufficient that the specification of a patent

set forth one workable, practical method by which the

invention may be successfully employed. It is not

necessary that the patentee specify every conceivable

formula by which his invention may be put into prac-

tice. (Contincmtal Paper Bag Co. v. Eastern Paper

Bug Co., 210 U.S. 415, 418; Permutit Co. v. GroAjer

Corp., 284 U.S. 52, 76 L. Ed. 163, 167.)

See Cairriegie Steel Co. v. Cambria Iron Co., 185

U.S. 403, 437, wherein Mr. Justice Brown says:

**The specification of the patent is not addressed

to lawyers, or even to the public generally, but

to the manufacturers of steel; and any descrip-

tion which is sufficient to apprise them in the

language of the art of the definite feature of the

invention, and to serve as a waiTiing to others of

what the patent claims as a monopoly, is suffi-

ciently definite to sustain the patent."

See, also, Fullerton W. G. Association v. Am,derson-

Burngrover Mfg. Co., 166 Fed. 443, 449.
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Obviously, knowledge of the 'lethal" quantity of

nicotine and methods of determination thereof may
well be expected of those skilled m the art. Quanti-

ties of holding agent necessary to hold nicotine

against lethal effect are a mere matter of following

the teachings of Lindstaedt, the important point be-

ing that Lindstaedt was the first to discover and dis-

close to the world that nicotine could be held, in

normally lethal quantity and particularly in parasiti-

cidal quantity, against exerting its lethal effect, by

"absorption and/or adsorption" on such substances, or

their equivalents, as are listed by him. (Lindstaedt

1:2:54 etseq.)

Defendant's contention that the claims are indefi-

nite in the manner drawn fails, upon the rule stated

by the Supreme Court in Minerals Separation v.

Hyde, 242 U.S. 61, 61 L. Ed. 286, 293, as follows:

"Equally untenable is the claim that the patent

is invalid for the reason that the evidence shows

that when different ores are treated preliminary

tests must be made to determine the amount of

oil and the extent of agitation necessary in order

to obtain the best results. Such variation of treat-

ment must be within the scope of the claims, and

the certainty which the law requires in patents

is not greater than is reasonable, having regard

to their subject-matter. The composition of ores

varies infinitely, each one presenting its special

problem, and it is obviously impossible to specify

in a patent the precise treatment which would

be most successful and economical in each case.

The process is one for dealing with a large class

of substances and the range of treatment within
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the terms of the claims, while leaving something

to the skill of joersons applying the invention,

is clearly sufficiently definite to guide those skilled

in the art to its successful application, as the evi-

dence abundantly shows. This satisfies the law.

Mowry v. Whitney, 14 Wall. 620, 20 L. Ed. 860;

Ives V. Hamilton, 92 p.S. 426, 23 L. Ed. 494; and
Carnegie Steel Co. v. Cambria Iron Co., 185 U.S.

403, 436, 437, 46 L. Ed. 968, 985, 986, 22 Sup. Ct.

Rep. 698."

That the claims of Lindstaedt are adequate like-

wise appears from an application of the rule of Ameri-

can Stainless Steel Co. v. Ludkim Steel 'Co., 16 Fed.

(2d) 823, where at page 827, the Court said:

''But the claims, even when read literally and
apart from the specifications, are fairly suscep-

tible of interpretation which permits variation

from an absolute standard of perfection. 'Having
the character of is a relative, not an absolute

form of expression, and, when read with the sub-

ject-matter of the patent in mind, namely, the

production of a steel combining stainlessness and
hardness in varying degrees as desired, it be-

comes clear that Haynes did not intend to con-

fine his claims to those articles which alone should

be perfectly stainless, in the sense that noble

metals are stainless. This is abundantly clear

fromj his specifications, showing, as they do, the

variable characteristics of the combinations pos-

sible within the field of his claims. I am there-

fore of the opinion that the defendant's Neva-
stain steels are stainless within the sense of the

Haynes patent."
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The Court further said (p. 827)

:

"Knowledge of the degree of temperature requi-

site to produce stainlessness, which is thus im-

puted to metallurgists and steel makers, neces-

sarily presupposes knowledge on their part of

those steps in the completion of the hardening

process requisite to the attainment of the degree

of hardness which will produce stainlessness. The
process of cooling adequate to produce stainless-

ness is quite as easily determinable under the

Hry it and see' rule as is the requisite degree of

temperature above the critical point."

See, also, Natiomil Tube Co. v. Mark, 216 F. 507

Topliff V. Topliff, 145 U.S. 156, 170, 36 L. Ed. 658

McDonough v. Johnson-Wentworth, 30 Fed. (2d) 375

Electric Vehicle Co. v. Winton, 104 F. 814.

DEFENDANT EMPLOYS "INDISPENSABLE PRINCIPLES"

OF PLAINTIFFS.

Defendant, it is thus observed, employs the "in-

dispensable principles" of plaintiffs patents in suit.

In Westinghouse E. mid Mfg. Co. v. Saranac Lake

Electric L. Co., 113 Fed. 889, wherein it was said

;

"Having thus set forth an ^indispensable prin-

ciple of construction' which may fairly be read

into the claim, the patentee in quite different lan-

guage, states the precise proportion * * * which

he has used successfully. * * * Defendants do

not escape * * * so long as they adhere to the

'indispensable principle.'
"
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INFRINGEMENT OF CLAIM 2 TESTED.

Taking claim 2 on the question of infringement,

the claim, reduced to its constituent parts, reads:

**A parasiticide

for internal use, comprising

(1) a toxic substance

in quantity greater than the

normally lethal dose and

(2) a colloidal substance

(a) for colloidally holding the

toxic substance

(b) to protect against the lethal

effect of such dose."

(1) The first qualification of the claim is that

any infringing or anticipating product must be ''a

parasiticide". This term is defined in Webster's Dic-

tionary (Dr. Ramage, 1 R-476) as ^^any agent used

to destroy parasites".

In so far as applying this element to defendant's

product is concerned, we need look no further than

the label of '^Kon-Trold Nicotine" (see Exhibit 7 for

example) to discover the representation that defend-

ant's product is a parasiticide specified to be used

for destroying internal roundworms in poultry. That

defendant's product is in fact a parasiticide was like-

wise brought out by Dr. Ramage at 1 R-270.

(2) The second element of the claim '"for internal

use", is simply a positive requirement that the para-

siticide be so designed that it may safely be used in-

ternally in the animal to be treated. The parasiticide

must be non-lethal to the animal, and to that extent,
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at least, must be non-toxic. (Lindstaedt patent 1 :1 :4-

12.) Obviousl)^, a product which was parasiticidal

but which was unsafe for internal use would not be

classed within the terms of Lindstaedt and the claims

of Lindstaedt as ''a parasiticide for internal use".

DEFENDANT'S TELL-TALE LABELS CORROBORATE PROOFS.

From the standpoint of infringement, the label of

defendant's product (Cf. Ex. 7) likewise establishes

its use as an internal parasiticide and that it may
safely be used for that purpose. On the label of '^Kon-

Trold Nicotine", for example, appears the following

statement

:

''Kon-Trold Nicotine is made by a special

process which houses the 40% nicotine solution

in a chemical compound that controls the release

of the Nicotine, so that it can be given to poultry

with no toxic reaction on the birds. Kon-Trold
Nicotine is not liberated in crop or gizzard of

the bird, but is released full strength by the alka-

line digestive juices in the intestines."

The balance of the label, of course, directs its atten-

tion to the mode of feeding the product to the bird.

The element of ''for internal use" of claim 2 is, there-

fore, obviously satisfied by defendant's product.

(3) The next requirement of the claim is that the

parasiticide for internal use includes *'a toxic sub-

stance". This is defined by Lindstaedt (patent

1 :1 :26-29) as including alkaloids such as pure nicotine

or nicotine sulphate. Again, the label of the carton
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containing defendant's product is sufficient to estab-

lish this fact, in that it shows that there is present

'

' Nicotine Alkaloid 5% ". ( Supra. ) By analysis, Dr.

Ramage reported that defendant's products contained

about 58 milligrams of nicotine per gram of total ma-

terial. (1 R-272.) The toxic substance, therefore, of

defendant's product is nicotine alkaloid, thus satis-

fying this requirement of the claim.

(4) Quantitatively, Lindstaedt next requires that

the toxic substance—in defendant's case, nicotine—be

present ''in quantity greater than the normally lethal

dose".

A dose of toxic substance normally lethal to poultry,

for example, is established by the patent as ''5-10

milligrams of an alkaloidal substance such as pure

nicotine". (Lindstaedt 1:1:27-8.) That such a quan-

tity was in fact lethal was the subject of testimony

by Dr. Ramage during cross-examination (1 R-290)

and by Dr. Leake (3R-1086), both of these experts

stating that they had administered nicotine in quan-

tity of eight milligrams to chickens, and had dis-

covered this amount to be lethal to the birds within

a few minutes.

As stated before. Dr. Ramage found defendant's

product to contain substantially 58 milligrams of

nicotine, an amount not only more than but also

virtually ten times "a normally lethal dose" as speci-

fied by the claim. The element of the claim is obvi-

ously met by defendant's product. It is likewise in-

teresting to note that defendant uses nicotine as his

toxic substance, the identical agent described by Lind-
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staedt as his preferred toxic substance. (Lindstaedt

1:2:4-5.)

(5) Following the specification that the internal

parasiticide contains more than normally lethal amount

of nicotine, Lindstaedt states that he prefers to use

organic substances of colloidal nature, among which

he specifically names the proteins such as are found in

casein powder and soy bean meal, and substances of

the classes of gums and resins. (Lindstaedt 1:2:11-20.)

In this case again, defendant employs as his col-

loidal substances the precise products set forth as

preferred by Lindstaedt. The defendant used resins

such as rosin, and the protein of casein such as is

found in casein powder and soy bean meal. (Dr.

Ramage, 1 R-251-2 and 272.) Again, there can be no

question but that defendant has adopted the preferred

teaching of the Lindstaedt patent.

(6) Claim 2 requires that the colloidal substance

be present ''for colloidally holding the toxic sub-

stance". Defining precisely what he means by ''col-

loidal holding",* lindstaedt says that this phrase as

used by him in the claims shall be understood to mean

"absorbed and/or adsorbed". (Lindstaedt 2:1:5-7.)

On the subject of finding this element of the claim

met by the defendant's product, Dr. Ramage testified

(1 R-273) that the colloidal substances present in

defendant's product are found in sufficient quantity

effectively to hold the nicotine present in a manner

which will eliminate the normal toxic and lethal effect

•For a technical discussion of "colloidal holding," see the quotations

at 2 E-864-6 from Thomas on "Colloid Chemistry."
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that because of the ample quantity of colloidal ma-

terials found in defendant's product, the toxic sub-

stance nicotine would be so firmly held as to overcome

the possibility of the exerting of its normally lethal

effect.

Defendant itself of course confirms this statement

by the fact that on its label it recommends the product

for internal administration to poultry. Dr. Leake

demonstrated by actual tests on chickens that defend-

ant's label representations in this regard were true.

(3 R-1088.) It is readily observed, therefore, that the

colloidal substances present, resinous and proteinous

matter, have the function of 'Volloidally holding the

toxic substance" as called for in the claim.

(7) Finally, claim 2 provides that the parasiticide

thus created, including the toxic substance and col-

loidal substance, must have the colloidal substance

present for the purpose of holding the toxic substance

"in a manner to protect against the lethal effect of

such dose." In other words, the colloidal substance

must hold the normally lethal dose of toxic substance

in a manner which will insure against a lethal effect

upon the bird from administration thereof. The last

phrase of the claim is readily imderstood in the light

of the teachings of IJndstaedt, and represents, in part

at least, the essence of the Lindstaedt disclosure.

This last requirement of claim 2 may readily be

observed to be met by defendant's product in that on

testing. Dr. Leake found that despite the lethal quan-

tity of nicotine present, the product was rendered
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non-letlial by the presence of the colloidal holding-

agents employed in '^Kon-Trold Nicotine". (3 R-

1088.) Defendant's representations on its container,

of course, reach the same conclusion, since defendant

sells its product for use as an internal parasiticide.

Obviously, it must be non-lethal to meet that recom-

mendation.

It may well be said, therefore, that defendant stands

guilty of infringement by the admissions of its own
adA^ertising.

INFRINGEMENT OF CLAIM 2 SUMMARIZED.

Therefore, we find that the entire requirement of

claim 2 of Lindstaedt is met by defendant's product,

Alexander & Son's ''Kon-Trold Nicotine". The con-

clusion, therefore, that claim 2 is infringed is ines-

capable. Defendant in failing to offer any contrary

proof effectively admits that this conclusion will in-

evitably be reached by the court.

Claim 2 may be described as calling for a parasiti-

cide for use internally in such animals as poultry,

which parasiticide comprises a toxic substance such as

nicotine, in a quantity greater than would normally

be lethal to the bird to be treated, and a colloidal

substance which will serve the purpose of colloidally

holding—that is, holding by absorption and/or ad-

sorption—the toxic substance in such manner as to

prevent the toxic substance from exerting its nor-

mally deadly effect on the bird being treated, without

at the same time impairing the parasiticidal value of

the product.
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CLAIMS 3, 6, 8, 11 AND 12.

The remaining claims in suit of the Lindstaedt

patent, claims 3, 6, 8, 11 and 12, become, in the order

mentioned, successively more specific than claim 2,

although a thorough consideration of infringement of

claim 2 will serve to illustrate that the qualitative and

quantitative limitations of each claim are fully met

by the defendant's product, particularly when the

analysis is made in the light of the consideration of

the scope of the claims appearing ante, pp. 9 et seq.

Claim 3,* for example, is similar to claim 2 except

that the toxic agent is expressly defined more spe-

cifically as ^'an alkaloid substance". x\s we have seen,

the defendant employs nicotine alkaloid. (Cf. label

Exhibit 7.)

Claim 6,** in addition to specifying that the toxic

agent shall be an alkaloid, prescribes that the holding

agent shall be an organic colloid. Lindstaedt in his

specification states (1:2:11-20) that he preferably

employs organic substances of colloidal nature, and

lists specifically casein and resins, both of which, as

we have seen, are used by defendant as colloidal hold-

ing agents for the nicotine in defendant's product.

(See chart 16A, opposite page 35.)

*" 3. A parasiticide for internal use comprising a lethal sized dose of
an alkaloidal substance combined into a colloidal substance adapted to
colloidally hold the alkaloidal substance and protect against the lethal

effect of said alkaloid."
**"6. A nonlethal parasiticide for internal administration, for in-

testinal parasites, comprising the combination of an alkaloid in a dose
normally parasiticidal to said parasites and lethal to the subject being
treated on ingesting the same alone, and an organic colloid, said organic
colloid rendering said dose nonlethal to the subject being treated and
leaving it parasiticidal to said parasites."
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Claim 8* differs from claim 6 principally in that,

instead of calling for an alkaloid held by an organic

colloid, it prescribes that the active agent shall be a

"nicotine substance", and that the holding agent shall

be an organic colloid. As is true with claim 2, claim 8

is directly infringed by the defendants, since defend-

ant not only admits the use of nicotine as the active

agent (Alexander 2 R-721) but also states on the label

of its carton that the active agent, is nicotine alkaloid.

(See Exhibit 7.)

Claims 11 and 12** provide that the holding agent

shall be casein, claim 11 calling for the active agent

as "a toxic substance", while claim 12 refers, in lieu

thereof, to ''nicotine".

Reference to the chart Exhibit 16A (opposite page

35 ante) and the testimony of Dr. Ramage (1 R-251)

shows that defendant's protein material was identified

as the casein of milk or the casein of soy bean. Thus

it is established that defendant employs nicotine, a

toxic substance, and casein as the holding agent there-

for, which, it is respectfully submitted, justifies the

finding of the lower court that claims 11 and 12 are

infringed.

*"8. A non lethal parasiticide for internal administration for in-

testinal parasites, comprising the combination of a nicotine substance in

a dose normally parasiticidal to said parasites and lethal to the subject

being treated on ingesting the same alone, and an organic colloid, said

organic colloid rendering said dose non lethal to the subject being

treated and leaving it parasiticidal to said parasites. '

'

**'
' 11. A medicinal compound comprising a toxic substance in quan-

tity greater than the normal lethal dose and casein for holding the toxic

substance to protect against the lethal effect of such dose. '

'

"12. A medicinal compound comprising nicotine in quantity greater

than the normal lethal dose and casein for holding the toxic substance

to protect against the lethal effect of such dose."
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INFRINGEMENT BY DEFENDANT OF TURNBOW
CLAIMS 1, 2 AND 7.

Plaintiffs rely, in charging infringement of the

Turnbow patent, on claims 1, 2 and 7 thereof as in-

fringed by defendants. (1 R-179.) Since claim 7 is

perhaps the broadest of the claims to be considered,

and is of the general character of claim 2 of the Lind-

staedt patent, except, of course, for the patentable

differentiations found in claim 7, the same will be con-

sidered first.

CLAIM 7.

"7. A compound of the character described

in finely divided condition comprising a normally

lethal dose of toxic substance incorporated in a

substance of colloidal nature, said colloidal sub-

stance colloidally holding the toxic substance to

protect against the effect of such dose.'^

This claim differs materially from claim 2 of Lind-

staedt in that it is expressly directed to a parasiticide

or vermifuge *4n finely divided condition".*

The discussion hereinbefore (pp. 19-20) of the con-

trast between the Turnbow and Lindstaedt patents

shows that Turnbow 's invention over Lindstaedt rests

to a large extent on the highly advantageous ^'flock-

treatment" form of product gained by fine division,

and in that connection it will be noted that claim 7

of Turnbow is designed to encompass that specific

•See discussion re
'

' comminuted " or " finely divided condition '

', infra,

p. IG.
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improvement. Thus in this respect we find that claim

2 of Lindstaedt is generic and claim 7 of Turnbow is

specific.

As we have seen in considering claim 2 of Lind-

staedt, all of the elements thereof are readily found

in the defendant's product '^Kon-Trold Nicotine.''

Since an examination of the product, for example

Exhibit 7, discloses it to be in, finely divided form,

claim 7 of Tumbow, having, as it does, other than the

words ''in finely divided condition" only the limita-

tions found in claim 2 of Lindstaedt, must be con-

sidered to be infringed by the product of defendant.

CLAIM 1.

"1. A medicinal compound in finely divided

condition comprising a normally toxic substance

incorporated in agar-agar in proportions to

render said substance substantially non-toxic to

fowls when given in quantities sufficient to de-

stroy parasites of the intestinal tract.
'

'

This claim calls for the production of a medicinal

compound, a parasiticide or vermifuge, in which a

toxic substance—^nicotine, in the case of defendant's

product—is incorporated in a holding agent described

as "agar-agar."

Turnbow in his patent expressly directs himself to

colloidal agents as a class, and has referred to agar-

agar as illustrative of a suitable agent, Turnbow say-

ing (1:2:12-14):
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''The present invention relies upon incorporat-

ing the active substances with a product of the

nature of agar-agar.''

EQUIVALENCY.

It is necessary to look no further than the Lind-

staedt patent to determine that, for purposes of this

specific invention, products equivalent to, or of the

nature of, agar-agar are such products as the pro-

teins of casein and soy bean meal, and such of the

class of gums and resins such as rosin and the like.

On this point, see the Lindstaedt specification

(1:2:14-20):

''Proteins such as hide-glue, casein powder,

peanut meal, pea meal and soy bean meal, are

some of the substances of colloidal nature which

are satisfactory; substances such as kamala

powder, tragacanth powder, powdered Indian

gum, powdered agar-agar and powdered shellac,

all of the class of gums and resins

;

* * * 7?

The propriety of claiming the class broadly by dis-

closure of one representative member thereof was

established in a decision by the Examiner of Inter-

ferences during the pendency of the Turnbow ap-

plication, as shown by the following quotation from

the file of an interference involving the application

leading to the Turnbow patent. (Exhibit 3b, Paper

No. 17) :

"Counts 5, 6 and 7 (claims 1, 2 and 3 of Lind-

staedt) are broader than count 3 in that they are
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not limited to agar-agar but include other col-

loidal substances that may be used in place of

agar-agar. The Lindstaedt motion to dissolve

urges that the Turnbow application does not sup-

port these broader claims because it discloses

only agar-agar as the colloidal substance, (p. 2.)

* * * Counts 5, 6 and 7, however, are limited to

colloidal substances, i.e., substances having prop-

erties similar to those of agar-agar. Since the

function of the agar-agar is merely that of an

absorbent for carrying the toxic substance

through the upper alimentary tract, it would

seem obvious that other similar colloidal ma-
terials could be used for this purpose. Under
such conditions the disclosure of one representa-

tive member of a group is sufficient to entitle an
applicant to claim the group. Accordingly, the

Lindstaedt motion to dissolve as to counts 5, 6

and 7 is denied." (p. 3.)

Thus we see that claims such as claim 2 of Lind-

staedt, which are limited as to the holding agent,

whether it be agar-agar, resinous matter, proteinous

matter, or other suitable agents, were held by the

Patent Office to be patentable to Turnbow on the dis-

closure of Turnbow. Subsequently (Ex. 3b, paper

No. 25), priority of the subject matter of claim 2 was

found to rest in Lindstaedt, but the important point

to be noted is that Turnbow was broad enough in his

disclosure to cover not only agar-agar but also, as

he expressly stated, pi'oducts of the nature of agar-

agar.

The only remaining requirement of Turnbow, re-

lating to fine division, we have already seen, supra,
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was present, as may readily be determined by a

physical examination of defendant's product (for

example, Exhibit 7).

All the requirements of the teachings of Tumbow,

therefore, are met by the Alexander product, just as

were the requirements of Lindstaedt.

The infringement of claim 1 is readily established

by the application of the doctrine of equivalents. The

equivalents, in the parasiticide of Turnbow, of agar-

agar, specified in claim 1, are as we have seen resins

such as rosin, and the protein of casein of soy bean or

milk, both of which products (1 R-251) are found

(Chart Ex. 16A) in defendant's product. The doctrine

of equivalents invoked here preserves to the Tumbow
patent the benefit of its teachings, as expressly set

out, and with such variations as are consistent with

those teachings.

This is well set forth in Lourie Implement Co. v.

Lenhart, 130 Fed. 122, at 129, from which we quote:

'^A copy of the thing described in a patent,

either without variation, or with such variations

as are consistent with its being in substance the

same thing, is for all the purposes of the patent

law the same device as that described in the

patent. Burr v. Duryee, 1 Wall. 531, 573, 17 L.

Ed. 650. One who claims and secures a patent

for a new machine thereby necessarily claims and

secures a patent for every mechanical equivalent

for that device, because, within the meaning of

the patent law, every mechanical equivalent of a

device is the same thing as the device itself. A
device which is constructed on the same prin-

ciple, which has the same mode of operation, and
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which accomplishes the same result as another

by the same means, or by equivalent mechanical

means, is the same device, and a claim in a patent

of one such device claims and secures the other.

Machine Co. v. Murphy, 97 U. S. 120, 125, 24

L. Ed. 935.''

We have already seen that the Tumbow patent falls

in the class of ''improvements patents" with relation

to the teachings of Lindstaedt. That such patents are

also entitled to the application of the doctrine of

equivalents was established in the Paper Bag Patent

Case, 210 U. S. 405, at 414-415, where it was stated:

''The right view is expressed in Miller v. Eagle

Mfg. Co., 151 U. S. 186, 207, as follows: 'The

range of equivalents depends upon the extent and

nature of the invention. If the invention is

broad and primary in its character, the range of

equivalents will be correspondingly broad, under

the liberal construction which the courts give

to such inventions.' And this was what was de-

cided in Kokomo Fence Machine Ca^se, 189 U. S.

8, Cimiotti TJnhairing Company v. American Fur
Refining Company, 198 U. S. 399, and Computing
Scale Co. v. Automatic Scale Co., 204 U. S. 609.

It is from the second of those cases, as we have

seen, that the citation is made which petitioner

contends the point of law upon which infringe-

ment depends is formulated; but it was said in

that case: 'It is well settled that a greater de-

gree of liberality and a wider range of equiva-

lents are permitted where the patent is of a pio-

neer character than when the invention is simply

an improvement, maybe the last and successful

step, in the art theretofore partially developed by

other inventors in the same field.'

I
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**It is manifest, therefore, that it was not

meant to decide that only pioneer patents were

entitled to mvoke the doctrine of equivalents, but

that it was decided that the range of equivalents

depends upon and varies with the degree of in-

vention. See Ives et al. v. Hamilton, Executor,

92 U. S. 302; Deering v. Winona Harvester

Works, 155 U. S. 286; Walker on Patents, Sec.

362; Robinson on Patents, Sec. 258."

Upon recapitulation, it is observed, in satisfaction

of claim 1 of Turnbow, that defendant's product is a

"medicinal compound" (vermifuge or parasiticide),

in "finely divided condition"; and that it comprises

a normally toxic substance, nicotine in this instance,

incorporated in agar-agar or its equivalent for the

purpose of practicing the teachings of Turnbow,

resinous and proteinous matter, in proportions which

succeed in rendering said toxic substance substan-

tially nontoxic (Dr. Leake, 3 R-1088) when admin-

istered to fowls in quantities sufficient to destroy

parasites of the intestinal tract.

A finding of infringement therefore follows, it is

submitted.

CLAIM 2.

"A medicinal compound in finely divided con-

dition comprising agar-agar and nicotine sub-

stance, said compound being non-toxic to fowls

when given in quantities sufficient to destroy

parasites of the intestinal tract."
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The second claim of Turnbow differs from the first

in that it employs the phrase '' nicotine substance" as

the specific active agent instead of the broad require-

ment "toxic substance." For the same reasons and

upon the same law under which claim 1 is infringed,

claim 2 must likewise be found to be infringed.

DEFENSES ALLEGED.

As originally pleaded, defenses to the charge of

infringement in both of these actions were substan-

tially identical and extremely numerous (Cf. Answer

in Equity No. 4090-R, 1 R-16-58), although these

defenses resolve themselves mainly into two: denial

of infringement, and an attack upon the validity of

the patents in suit.

In the lower Court nothing was said, outside of the

bare denial set forth in the answer, in response to

the charge of infringement, although as noted herein

supra, a large portion of defendant's brief here is an

attempt to persuade this Court that infringement has

not been proved, despite the fact that no evidence

contrary to plaintiffs' proofs of infringement has

been offered.

Outside of defendant-appellant's mere pretense that

infringement has not been proved, the numerous, and

largely specious, alleged defenses urged in this Court

are directed to an attack upon the validity of the

plamtiffs' patents, and will be briefly discussed sub-

stantially in the order of appearance thereof in de-

fendant's brief.
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Li addition to what might be considered its main

attack by way of alleged defense, defendant criticizes

the construction of the claims of the patents, and

otherwise takes exception to the proofs of plaintiffs.

Since the treatment offered on these points by defend-

ant-appellant is so incoherent and diffused through-

out its brief, these isolated points of reference thereto

will be touched upon only briefly, in the interests of

shortening this brief.

LLOYD PATENT.

In its brief (pp. 17-18 elsewhere), the defendant

makes its most comprehensive showing in attempting

to establish anticipation of Lindstaedt, and presum-

ably of Turnbow as weU, by the patent to Lloyd No.

1,250,331, Defendant's Exhibit YY, Exhibit Book 4

R-1520 et seq. In other words it would appear that

Lloyd was in fact their
'

' best reference. '

'

LLOYD PATENT DEFENDANT'S "BEST REFERENCE".

Defendant's witness Bowman stated (2 R-941) that

he considered the several Lloyd patents. Exhibits XX,
YY and ZZ, and the Lloyd publication Exhibit C, to

be the best alleged anticipating references to the Lind-

staedt patent in suit. Since the other Lloyd patents

are now disregarded by the defendant entirely in its

appeal, it is assumed that Lloyd patent No. 1,250,331,

Exhibit YY, is considered the best of the ''best refer-
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ences" selected by defendant's witness and purported

expert.

Having singled out this Lloyd patent as being, in

the opinion of defendant, most nearly capable of

anticipating the lindstaedt and Turnbow patents,

defendant has very much simplified the work of

plaintiffs and of the court in considering the question

of anticipation by the prior art.

The case at bar is thus brought squarely within the

doctrine of the case of Waterhiiry Buckle Co. v.

Aston, 183 F. 120 (2 C. C. A.), where Judge Coxe, a

famous patent judge, after quoting the expert's testi-

mony to the effect that the so-called LaChappelle

patent came closest, on the whole, in the witness's

opinion, and taking everything into consideration, to

meeting the invention of the claims of the patent in

suit, said:

**It seems necessary, therefore, to examine only

the LaChappelle patent * * * Evidently the pat-

entee did not have the Peller (patent in suit)

concept. ^ * * A person skilled in the art, familiar

with the complainant's buckle might, by remov-

ing the hooked part, reconstruct the LaChappelle

device so that it would accomplish in an awk-
ward manner the same result as Peller, but this

is not enough. A patent cannot be invalidated

by a structure which can only be altered into an

anticipation by the use of inventive skill."

Defendant says that the Lloyd patent discloses the

use of a "colloidal substance" which "protects or

holds the toxic substance by adsorption or absorption
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of the toxic substance by the colloidal substance".

(Brief p. 17.) The rank disregard, in this extrava-

gant statement, for the limited nature of the Lloyd

patent is readily observed when the patent itself is

examined.

Lloyd says that he has invented ''new and useful

improvements in alkaloidal compounds". Lindstaedt

and Turnbow are concerned, as we have seen, with the

production of parasiticides or vermifuges which in-

clude as an ingredient a toxic alkaloidal compound

in noi-mally lethal quantity, the lethal effect of which

is overcome, in administration, by ''absorption

and/or adsorption" of the toxic alkaloidal substance

by substances of colloidal nature. (Lindstaedt 1:1:34-

40.) Thus it is evident at the outset that although

Lloyd has directed himself to an ingredient which

might possibly have been included in the product of

Lindstaedt, Lloyd goes on to say that he has found

that he can combine such insoluble clays as magnesium

silicate with nicotine in the proportions of "one part

of nicotine to twenty parts of magnesium silicate".

(Lloyd 1:2:46-7.) Just what useful purpose such a

product might serve when produced Lloyd does not

say, although he says that **the presence of the clay

does not change the pharmaceutical effect of the

drug". (Lloyd 1:2:57-8.) Thus it is assumed that the

Lloyd product would be equally toxic and equally

lethal as the drug itself if a toxic or lethal amount

were used. Lloyd merely states that his resultant com-

pound of magnesium silicate and the alkaloid is so

constituted that the alkaloid will be prevented from
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'Agoing into solution in water or liquids which are

acidulated even to a slight degree", while ''in liquids

which are alkaline even to a slight degree, such alka-

loidal substances will go into solution". (Lloyd,

1:1:12-20.)

Lloyd does not indicate the chemical properties of

magnesium silicate, nor does he state whether, in the

parasiticidal doses specified by Lindstaedt, at Lloyd's

ratio of 1 part nicotine to 20 parts magnesium silicate,

the lethal effect of nicotine is overcome by the pres-

ence of the magnesium silicate. The record, as well, is

silent on this point. As a matter of fact, the lethal

effect of nicotine in Lloyd's product is not overcome

as demonstrated by reference to the statement of

Lloyd, quoted supra, that the pharmaceutical effect of

the drug, in this case nicotine, will not be altered by

the presence of magnesium silicate. Hence, a lethal

amount of nicotine will, under the teachings of Lloyd,

remain lethal.

Lloyd does not indicate that magnesium silicate

possesses colloidal properties, nor does the record

make any showing to this effect.

Dr. C. D. Leake, Professor of Pharmacology of the

University of California Medical School, appearing

for plaintiffs, testified affirmatively with reference to

the aggregate disclosure of Lloyd, that Lloyd failed

to disclose a parasiticide for internal use, either in

finely divided form or otherwise, and that Lloyd did

not disclose a parasiticide for internal use comprising

a toxic substance in quantity greater than the nor-
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mally lethal dose and. a colloidal substance for col-

loidally holding the toxic substance to protect against

the lethal effect of such dose. ( 3 R-1052.)

Nowhere does Lloyd disclose, suggest, or even

imply, that the affinity between certain colloidal sub-

stances, and particularly between organic substances

of colloidal nature (Lindstaedt claims 6 and 8), and

nicotine or the salts of nicotine, will be so great that

the normally violent and lethal poison nicotine will be

sufficiently firmly held when combined with such sub-

stances as to eliminate all danger to an animal or bird

ingesting the same in quantities which would normally

be lethal. Nor does Lloyd suggest that in a product

so created the nicotine held in nonlethal condition

will, when given to a bird, be releasably held so that it

will act in parasiticidal fashion when it ultimately

reaches, in its passage through the bird's digestive

tract, the normal habitat of the parasite.

LLOYD DOES NOT MEET THE CLAIMS IN SUIT.

Turning to the claims, we may ask: Does Lloyd

disclose a parasiticide for internal use ? Doctor Leake

says, ^*No" (3 R-1052), and Mr. Bowman, defendant's

expert, grudgingly but necessaiily, conceded that the

same conclusion must be drawn (2 R-943), where he

testified

:

"Q. * * * Is there any teaching in Lloyd then,

of the production of a parasiticide for internal

use? A. No."
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That liloyd's teaching is distinct and apart from

Lindstaedt, and does not anticipate Lindstaedt there-

upon, is readily admitted by Mr. Bowman, when at

2 R-944, he testified:

''Q. Is there any teaching in Lloyd of a para-

siticide for internal use comprising a toxic sub-

stance in quantity greater than the normally

lethal dose and a colloidal substance for colloidally

holding the toxic substance to protect against the

lethal effect of such dose? A. Not specifically;

the same as the previous one. Q. What do you
mean? A. Lloyd's patent is broader; the other

idea is specific."

Thus we discover that it is not Mr. Bowman's con-

tention, as he indicated at the outset of his testimony

on the subject (2 R-941), that Lloyd anticipates Lind-

staedt, but merely that so far as they go. Lloyd

broadly equals part of the Lindstaedt disclosure.

Lindstaedt, as is readily deduced from the last quoted

statement of Mr. Bowman, has directed himself to a

specific problem and solved that problem, and specifi-

cally has claimed as his invention that solution. Lloyd

neither faced the problem, nor produced its solution.

Mr. Bowman has settled the question of invention

of Lindstaedt, and the admitted validity of the Lind-

staedt Patent, once and for all by the above quoted

words, since at the same time it is to be recalled that

Mr. Bowman told us that Lloyd is the best reference

against Lindstaedt which he is able to discover in the

art offered by the defense.
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DEFENDANT'S MISLEADING CONTENTIONS.

Despite all this, and with no more proof in the

record as to the properties of magnesium silicate, or

of a product made under the teachings of Lloyd, the

defendant predicates its entire position on anticipa-

tion by Lloyd upon such statements as ''There is no

denying that magnesium silicate is a colloidal sub-

stance." (Defendant's Brief, p. 10), and ''There is no

denying that the principle involved (in Lloyd) is

'adsorption and/or absorption' of the nicotine by the

magnesium silicate (colloid)." (p. 10); and '^* * *

the prior patent to IJoyd * * * provides for a ratio

of 1 part of nicotine to 20 parts of colloidal sub-

stance." (p. 8) ; and "* * * the Lloyd patent discloses

that the colloidal substance protects or holds the toxic

substance by the adsorption or absorption of the toxic

substance by the colloidal substance." (p. 17.) Quota-

tions of this character could be continued indefinitely,

since wherever the defendant considers the Lloyd

patent it bases its conclusions upon the incorrect

premises that "magnesium silicate is Fuller's earth";

that "magnesium silicate is a colloid"; none of which

is supported by the record.

Much as we dislike it, we feel compelled, for the

protection of the court, to direct the court's attention

to the many and repeated instances of defendant's

deceptive and highly improper method of brief writ-

ing which occurs not only in connection with defend-

ant's attempt to lay a foundation for making the

statements to which exception is taken above, but also

with respect to other matters at issue.
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At page 10 of its brief defendant said that ''There

is no denying that magnesium silicate is a colloidal

substance", thus plainly intending to state that mag-

nesium silicate is a colloidal substance. On this point

the record is silent. In addition, this point is imtrue,

as has been shown. In spite of that fact, defendant

cites, after the last quoted statement, three record

references, to wit, pages 340 and 395 of Vol. 1, and

page 811 of Vol. 2.

Turning to the record references, this is what we

find, or do not find

:

At page 340, Dr. Ramage is testifying, on cross-

examination, as to the constituents of Fuller's earth,

and states, among other things, that "It is principally

an aluminum silicate." No reference to magnesium

silicate occurs anywhere on the page.

At page 395, on cross-examination. Dr. Ramage is

asked

:

"Q. And Fuller's earth is generally aluminum
and magnesium silicates and impurities such as

calcium silicate and iron and a few other sub-

stances in it which you have not reported?"

The cross-examiner is promptly corrected by Dr.

Ramage, who testified:

"A. There are usually some other substances

present in small amount not reported, but the

materials that are considered to make up the

properties of aluminum silicate are the aluminum
and iron silicates.

'

'
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After this answer, the cross-examiner asks if magne-

sium silicate is present, ''too"? The witness replies,

''And calcium and magnesium silicates hydrated."

No mention of any colloidal property of magnesium

silicate occurs anywhere in this discourse.

The final reference, 2 R-811, comprises a colloquy

between defendant's witness Bowman and defend-

ant 's counsel, in which the witness mentions the words

"magnesium silicate" only when quoting from the

Lloyd patent No. 1,250,331. (1:1:43 to 1:2:51.) Even

defendant's own witness makes no statement "that

magnesium silicate is a colloidal substance".

The foregoing is no exception in the brief of de-

fendant, as is readily illustrated in the appendix an-

nexed hereto, wherein statements attributed to the

record, but not found therein, are listed in tabular

fashion; statements in defendant's brief of alleged

fact for which no record reference is given are set

forth ; and in addition, a list of misstatements or mis-

quotations is set forth. In a brief of this character

it is not believed that either the court or counsel for

plaintiffs is called upon to take the defendant's brief

page by page and line by line and search the brief

for details of accuracy or inaccuracy as the case may
be. It is respectfully submitted that because of the

plapable deception attempted to be played upon court

and counsel, as in the illustration above and in the

almost innmnerable instances tabulated in the appen-

dix hereto, the court is entirely justified in disregard-

ing defendant's brief entirely, and proceeding to such
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consideration as the court may care to give to defend-

ant's appeal on the analysis contained herein.

If the Lloyd patent had been sufficient to antici-

pate Lindstaedt or Turnbow, it would not have been

necessary for the defendant to distort the Lloyd

patent beyond its plain teachings, but rather it would

have been sufficient to illustrate clearly and carefully

the manner in which Lindstaedt repatented the dis-

closures of Lloyd. Of course this could not have been

done, as we believe this Court will readily observe in

reading the patent, for the reason that Lloyd did not

teach the production of a ''parasiticide", the funda-

mental requirement of each claim of Lindstaedt and

Turnbow; Lloyd did not disclose a product in which

''a toxic substance" was used "in quantity greater

than the normally lethal dose", nor when used in-

ternally was the lethal effect of such dose prevented

by the use of a ''colloidal substance for colloidally

holding the toxic substance to protect against the

lethal effect of such dose." (Quoted portions are from

claim 2 of Lindstaedt.)

Lloyd made no disclosure or suggestion that he

had discovered that his product was even parasiti-

cidal, nor does the record disclose such a fact. Lloyd

makes no disclosure or suggestion that the lethal effect

of nicotine is overcome when mixed with magnesium

silicate, the only holding agent mentioned by Lloyd;

in fact Lloyd states exactl}^ the contrary, to wit, that

the pharmaceutical effect of the drug (nicotine) has

not been changed, all as has been discussed in detail

hereinbefore.
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Whatever may be said, therefore, about other ref-

erences, patents or publications offered by defendant,

must be taken in the light of the testimony of Mr.

Bowman above cited. All other references must there-

fore be considered as less closely approaching Lind-

staedt than the Lloyd disclosures. Since Bowman
admits Lloyd does not anticipate Lindstaedt, and

therefore Turnbow as well, the balance of defendant's

art cannot do so either.

Carrying this thought out a step further, it is to

be noted that the quotation last made from the testi-

mony of Mr. Bowman (2 R-944) wherein he conceded

that Lloyd did not teach the production of a parasiti-

cide for internal use comprising a toxic substance in

quantity greater than the normally lethal dose and a

colloidal substance for colloidally holding the toxic

substance to protect against the lethal effect of such

dose, is particularly interesting, as the exact language

employed in the question is found to be nothing but

claim 2 of Lindstaedt. This being true, Mr. Bow-

man concedes that Lloyd does not anticipate Lind-

staedt claim 2, and since he does not anticipate claim

2, he cannot and does not anticipate any other claims

of Lindstaedt, since, as has been seen,, claim 2 is ob-

viously the broadest of all the claims of Lindstaedt.

This same logic leads us directly to claim 7 of the

Turnbow Patent, which is identical to claim 2 of

Lindstaedt, except for the added limitation '4n finely

divided condition." Adding a further limitation in

claim 7 of Turnbow merely takes that claim further

away from Lloyd than is the Lindstaedt claim 2
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which Mr. Bowman concedes is not anticipated by

Lloyd. By the same token, then, claim 7 and the

balance of Turnbow is not met by Lloyd.

The testimony of Mr. Bowman in this regard is

substantiated to the letter by Doctor Leake at 3 R-

1052, when he testified that Lloyd did not disclose in

his three patents or in his publication, taken sep-

arately and jointly, a parasiticide for internal use

comprising a toxic substance in quantity greater than

the normally lethal dose and a colloidal substance for

coUoidally holding the toxic substance to protect

against the lethal effect of such dose.

At various places in its brief too numerous to men-

tion, defendant indicates that it could make minor

additions to the disclosures of Lloyd and thereby an-

ticipate Lindstaedt and Turnbow. In the light of the

hazards of an art dealing with a lethal substance such

as nicotine, theoretical modifications of the prior art

are not permissible, under the law, in order to make

out a case of anticipation. As this Court said in the

case of Los Alamitos Sugar Co. v. Carroll, 173 F. 280,

*'It is not sufficient to constitute anticipation

that the devices relied upon might by a process

of modification, reorganization, or combination

with each other, be made to accomplish the func-

tion performed by the device of the patent sued

on.''

Accordingly it can be said that Lloyd falls short of

anticipation of the Lindstaedt patent, for at least the

following reasons:
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1. Lloyd's product, composed of magnesium silicate

and a drug such as nicotine, was not shown either by

Lloyd or by this record, to be capable of use as a

parasiticide.

2. The Lloyd product is not shown by Lloyd patent

No. 1,250,331 to be a nonlethal product for internal

use in amounts which might be considered to be

parasiticidal, for example, when 70-80 milligrams of

nicotine is employed.

3. Not only is there no showing of nonlethal prop-

erties in the Lloyd ''nicotine-magnesium silicate"

product, but also Lloyd says specifically that the

pharmaceutical effect of the drug is not altered by the

presence of magnesium silicate, which can only mean

that nicotine in lethal quantity, when tied to mag-

nesium silicate under lioyd's teachings, will remain

lethal.

4. Defendant's witness Bowman, purportedly

called as an expert, admitted (2 R-944) that Lloyd did

not teach ''the production of a parasiticide for internal

use comprising a toxic substance in quantity greater

than the normally lethal dose and a colloidal substance

for colloidally holding the toxic substance to protect

against the lethal effect of such dose." (Quoting

Lindstaedt Claim 2.)

5. Lindstaedt 's claims 2 and 3 in suit called for the

use of "a colloidal substance" as a holding agent for

the toxic substance; claims 6 and 8 called for "an

organic colloid" for the same purpose; and claims 11

and 12 called for "casein" as holding agent. Mag-
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nesiiim silicate, the only agent used by Lloyd with

nicotine, is not shown by Lloyd or by this record to

have colloidal properties, and of course has not been

and can not be shown to be an '* organic colloid" or to

be a '^ colloid".

DEFENDANT'S BRIEF A MASS OF MISSTATEMENTS AND
UNSUPPORTED ALLEGATIONS.

Furthermore, while on the subject of appellants'

briefing methods, we point out that the difficulty of re-

plying to defendant's brief was tremendously magni-

fied in that it involved, almost line by line, and cer-

tainly page by page, statements wholly unsupported

by reference to the record; statements misconstruing

the record; and statements wholly untrue; as well as

statements involving errors of reporting. A compre-

hensive analysis of these points item by item, and as

they appear, is made impossible by the fact that de-

fendant made no effort to give a picture of this case

to the Court at the outset of its opening brief, thus

precluding the use of space for the purpose, and

further by the fact that the rules of this Court quite

properly limit the length of a brief in this type of

proceeding.

For this reason, and so that no misunderstanding

may arise about the challenge by plaintiffs of defend-

ant's errors and misstatements, there are annexed

hereto three appendices disclosing, in which, by page

and line number, the points at which such misstate-

ments occur and the nature thereof. Due to the
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number thereof, and the consistency with which de-

fendant has thus disregarded the rules of briefing

practice, and thereby indicated, it is submitted, a lack

of regard for this Honorable Court, plaintiffs urge

that defendant should be compelled to revise or

modify and correct its brief to conform to the facts

appearing in the record on this appeal.

As a typical example of the utter disregard of de-

fendant for the factual basis upon which this appeal is

taken, and as typical of its practices in this proceed-

ing, we desire to call attention to the fact that in its

conclusion, at page 76 of its brief, defendant asks this

Court to remand the first entitled case ''with instruc-

tions * * * ''to grant the relief prayed by defendant's

declaratory-judgment counterclaim that the Turnbow

patent is invalid and not infringed." Nowhere in ap-

pellant's concise statement under Rule 19 is there any

reference to the taking of an appeal from the order of

the lower Court dismissing appellant's counterclaim.

(Br. 1178.)

UNIVERSITY CAPSULE DEFENSE.

As previously noted (p. 29), the highest state at-

tained by the art relating to internal parasiticides was

the so-called "University Capsule". (Dr. Leake 3 R-

1034; Dr. Davis 3 R-1120-21.) This product is per-

haps best described, as to its manufacture, in "Circu-

lar 8" of the University of California, defendant's

Exhibit D, where it is defined as follows (4 R-1247)

:
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''The formula which has proved most satis-

factory is made by mixing 6.6 cubic centimeters

(7.92 grams) of Black Leaf 40 with 16 grams of

Lloyd's Alkaloidal Reagent. After a thorough

mixing the powder is then packed in No. 2

gelatine capsules in sufficient quantities to weigh,

when filled, from 350 to 400 milligrams."

Note that in the foregoing formula there is an ex-

press requirement that the mixture of Black Leaf 40

and Lloyd's Alkaloidal Reagent be placed in a gelatine

capsule, and as pointed out in the same pamphlet, even

then constant danger existed in the manual adminis-

stration of the capsule to poultry, Drs. Beach and

Freeborn, the discoverers thereof, stating that the

capsule must be carefully administered by being placed

well down in the throat of the bird. (Exhibit D, 4 R-

1248.)

The University Capsule was discussed fully by Dr.

Freeborn of the University of California in his paper

before the World's Poultry Congress delivered in

August, 1927, just five months before the date of con-

ception of the Lindstaedt invention. (3 R-1146.) This

paper, Exhibit 27 (4 R-1222-28), after authoritatively

discussing the entire history and state of the art at the

late date of xiugust, 1927, reaches the conclusion that

the best product in the art at that time is the Uni-

versity Capsule.

It required Lindstaedt thereafter to demonstrate in

his patent in suit the manner in which an uncapsulized

parasiticide could be produced and administered with

complete safety to animals, particularly to poultry.
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Despite this, the defendant in its consideration of

the University Capsule at page 52 et seq. of its brief,

argues that the University Capsule is in itself a com-

plete anticipation of the work of Lindstaedt.

In order to compare the University Capsule with

the Lindstaedt claims, for the purpose of trying to

make out a case of anticipation, it would of course be

necessary to ignore the capsule, a major element there-

of. (4R-1247.) Theoretical modifications of the prior

art are not permissible in attempting to make out a

case of anticipation (see discussion of and quotation

from Los Alamitos Sugar Co. v. Carroll, 173 F. 280,

supra) ; in any event it was demonstrated by Drs.

Leake and Ramage that the content of the University

Capsule is lethal, a circumstance which defeats any

contention of anticipation, in that the Lindstaedt

patent is exclusively directed to a nonlethal product

for internal use.* (Cf. lindstaedt Claim 2.)

Incidentally, defendant at various points in its brief

(for example page 5) attempts to argue as follows:

''As optional for a mixture of toxic and colloidal

substances compressed into a pellet, Lindstaedt

describes as an equivalent enclosing a dose of

nicotine (Ictlial to chickens—70 to 80 mg.) in a

gelatine capsule."

Reference to the specification of Lindstaedt shows that

in discussing the general state of the art and in dis-

cussing a conceivable method for production of a

*For complete report of tests performed by Drs. Leake and Ramage dem-
onstrating the lethal characteristics of the University Capsule, see for ex-
ample 3 R-1087.
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parasiticide wdth the ''similar results" to those ob-

tained by him in the production of his
'

' colloidally

held" product, he has found that "similar results have

been obtained by placing a quantity above the normally

lethal dose of the alkaloidal substance (70-80 mg.) in

a gelatine capsule which may be administered in-

ternally." (Lindstaedt 2:1:36-40.) Lindstaedt does

not say that the capsulized product is the "equivalent"

of his imcapsulized parasiticide as defendant would

like this Court to believe (Defendant's Brief, p. 5)

from its statement first quoted, but on the contrary

Lindstaedt merely characterizes the results obtained

from one product as "similar", from a parasiticidal

standpomt, to those obtained from the other.

B}' this process of attempting to mislead the Court

by the use of the word "equivalent", defendant in its

brief seeks to persuade the Court that Lindstaedt has

admitted an equivalency between any capsulized prod-

uct and his o^^^l, or that (and defendant is inconsistent

in this respect) Lindstaedt 's claims must be construed

to imply the presence of a capsule. The untruth of

the defendant's contention is best demonstrated by a

reference to Lmdstaedt's claims. At no time, either

in claims of the original application of Lindstaedt (see

File Wrapper Exhibit 3) or in claims added to the

application by amendment, or in claims of the patent

as issued, is there a single claun calling for the pres-

ence of a capsule as a part of the parasiticide con-

forming to the claimed invention of Lindstaedt.

Every claim pro\ades for a "colloidal holding", or

like phrase, of the active agent such as nicotine by the
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colloidal agent, foi* example rosin or casein. So that

there can be no mistake that the action of colloidal

holding is not mechanical, as is the case with a capsule

or like container, or chemical as in the case of a fully

reacting chemical compound, Lindstaedt carefully de-

fines the language of each of the claims by saying

(2:1:5-7):

''In the claims the phrase 'colloidally held' is

used to mean 'absorbed ajid/or adsorbed."

It is submitted that this statement is adequate to

overcome the specious contentions of defendant that

Lindstaedt considers a capsule as a part of his inven-

tion, or that a capsulized product is the equivalent of

his disclosure.* For the right of a patentee to act as

his own lexicographer, see Alexander Anderson v. H.

Johyi Eastman, etc., 16 F. F. S. 513, 520 ; International

Cork Co. V. New Process Cork Co., 6 F. (2d) 420;

Eajah Auto Supply Co. v. Belvidere Co., 275 F. 761

;

Wheeler Salvage Co. v. Rmelli & Gu>ardino, 295 F. 717.

DtETERICH PATENT.

At pages 44 and 47 of its brief the defendant says

that the Dieterich patent No. 896,807, Exhibit 3B
(Exhibit Book, 4 R-1209-11), constitutes complete

anticipation of the lindstaedt patent.

It is believed that this Honorable Court, with not

more than a glance at the Dieterich patent, will observe

*For a definition of the words '"absorption" and "adsorption", wherein
mechanical holding is eliminated, see the testimony of defendant's witness
Bowman at 2 R-864 et seq., quoting from Thomas on "Colloid Chemistry".
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the fallacy of this statement. Dieterich suggests that

the well known household laxative, cascara, a strictly

nontoxic and nonlethal product, as such (Leake, 3 R-

1039) can be prepared in the presence of agar-agar for

the purpose of removing the taste of the cascara.

(Dieterich 2:2:4-8.)

This patent is discussed by Dr. Leake at 3 R-1039

where he points out that the Dieterich patent has no

beai'ing on the Lindstaedt patent in suit, in that it is

not dealing with a toxic substance, and Dieterich does

not teach the production of a parasiticide for internal

use 03' otherwise. Despite this, the defendant contends

that the substitution of the deadly poison nicotine

(Bergstedt 2 R-601) for cascara of the Dieterich prod-

uct, with the result of producing a nonlethal internal

parasiticide, "would be obvious to any chemist" (De-

fendant's Brief, p. 45), and defendant goes on to say

that ''it would be obvious to any chemist that these

colloidal substances (agar-agar) would colloidally hold

cascara, nicotine or other alkaloids.
'

' Apparently this

statement assumes that the simple nontoxic and non-

lethal laxative (3 R-1039) cascara is an alkaloid, and

an equivalent for the deadly poison nicotine (2 R-601),

or in the same general chemical class. This is not

shown by the record, nor is the defendant's contention

to that effect even based upon any reference to any

part of the record in this proceeding. This matter of

failing to cite the record represents a practice of brief-

ing which is commonly indulged in by defendant. (See

Appendices.)
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This same question was raised by the Primary Ex-

aminer in the Patent Office during the prosecution of

the Turnbovv application (File Wrapper Exhibit 4,

paper No. 4, p. 12). The contention of the Primary

Examiner was promptly corrected by the Board of

Appeals of the Patent Office in Paper No. 8 of Ex-

hibit 4, pages 63-4, the Board of Appeals saying that

Dieterich, in addition to the other references cited

against Turnbow, does not suggest the composition

disclosed by Turnbow.

Dieterich falls short of anticipating Lindstaedt,

therefore, for at least the following reasons

:

1. Dieterich was not dealing with toxic substances.

2. Dieterich was not dealing with the principle of

holding defined by Lindstaedt as '* colloidal'', wherein

absorption and/or adsorption were employed.

3. Dieterich had no conception of the production

of a nonlethal parasiticide employing a toxic sub-

stance in more than normally lethal quantity, held

against its lethal effect by adsorption and/or absorp-

tion by a substance of colloidal nature.

TESTIMONY OF J. J. BERGSTEDT.

As in the Court below, the defendant attempts to

make a case of anticipation out of the substantially

uncorroborated testimony of defendant's witness J. J.

Bergstedt. (Defendant's Brief, p. 58.)

Mr. Bergstedt is a farmer from Petaluma, Cali-

fornia (2 R-547), who was called by the defendant and,
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upon a rather leading examination by defendant's

counsel, testified from memory as to various largely

speculative and uncorroborated statements about al-

leged experiments, purportedly occurring twenty

years before the date of his testimony, relating to the

treatment of poultry for round worms. (2 R-553-568.)

A portion of the work of Mr. Bergstedt is reported in

the ''Cornell Veterinarian" for July, 1923 (Defend-

ant's Exhibit F, 4 R-1250-52), and relates to develop-

ment of the so-called "tobacco infusion" and "tobacco

dust" ti'eatments of poultry for roundworm infesta-

tion. The failure of these products to achieve the

desired result is conceded by the witness. (2 R-588,

593.)

No part of the Bergstedt testimony was accepted by

the lower Court, other than as was strictly corrobo-

rated by the documentary evidence of the various

publications which described the state of the art lead-

ing up to the contributions of Lindstaedt. The balance

of Bergstedt 's testimony, in which he speculates with

regard to his alleged experiments (see for example

2 R-565), was wholly rejected by the low^er Court. No

doubt this was done by the application of the rule

that, in the absence of corroboration, such testimony

is without probative value. (See Deering v. Winona

Ha/rvester Works, 155 U. S. 286; Eibel v. Paper Co.,

261 U. S. 45; Corcoran v. Riness, 19 F. S. 344; Moore

ori Facts, Vol. 2, Section 753, pp. 828-30; Deoeoo v.

Gilchrist Co., 125 F. 293, at 296.)
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BERGSTEDT'S WORK A MAZE OF GENERALITIES ABOUT
ABANDONED EXPERIMENTS.

The long and short of Bergstedt's testimony is that,

given full credence, his work constitutes no more than

vaguely described experimentation, all of which was

abandoned, as is demonstrated by the ultimate adop-

tion of Bergstedt of defendant's product (duplicat-

ing Lindstaedt and Tumbow) (2 R-598). Rejection

of such testimony offered in an effort to prove antici-

pation, is established in the rule of Ameriomi Wood
Paper Co. v. Fiber Disintegrating Co., 23 L. Ed. 31,

where the Supreme Court said:
u* * » ^^^ patent of an originator of a complete

and successful invention cannot be avoided by
proof of any number of incomplete and imperfect

experiments made by others at an earlier date.

This is true, though the experimenters may have

had the idea of the invention, and may have made
partially successful efforts to embody it in a

practical form."

See also:

Coflm V. Ogden, 85 U. S. 120;

Cmitrell v. Wallack, 117 U. S. 689;

Christie v. Seyhold, 55 F. 69 (C. C. A.).

In addition, under the circumstances, where the Dis-

trict Court had an opportunity to see and hear a wit-

ness, in oral presentation, and has effectively rejected

such testimony, it is submitted that such finding should

not be disturbed by this Court. See Adamson v. Gilli-

land, 242 U. S. 350, 353; 61 L. Ed. 356, at 357, where

the Supreme Court said:

*' Considering that a patent has been granted to

the plaintiff, the case is pre-eminently one for
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the application of the practical rule that so far

as the finding of the master or judge who saw
the witnesses 'depends ui)on conflicting testimony

or upon the credibility of witnesses, or so far as

there is any testimony consistent with the finding,

it must be treated as unassailable. '

'

'

KANSAS DEPOSITIONS.

A substantial portion of defendant's brief was de-

voted to a claim of anticipation of voluminous data

submitted in the form of exhibits to depositions of

the witnesses Mohler and Ijams taken at Kansas City

(2 R-615-713 and 4 R-1344-1483).

At best, all these depositions show is that over a

period of years various manufacturers of proprietary

medicines, under the Kansas state laws, were required

to register their products with the Secretary of the

Kansas State Board of Agriculture, by filing a quali-

tative tabulation of the ingredients thereof (2 R-633

et seq). In its brief (p. 68) defendant has done no

more than list the names of various ingredients which

appear on the registration blanks filed over a period

of years under the last mentioned law. At no time is

there shown—or for that matter even contended by

defendant to be shown—in all this mass of material

(Exhibit Book 4 R-1262-1483) any complete qualita-

tive and quantitative formula for any product even

remotely approaching the disclosures of Lindstaedt

and Turnbow in the patents in suit. No product is

shown to have incorporated, in a dose thereof to be

used as an internal jiarasiticide, a ''more than nor-
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mally lethal dose of a toxic substance". No product

is shown to have employed in a colloidally active form

a "substance of colloidal nature" to hold a lethal

quantity of toxic substance against exerting its lethal

effect. Above all, at no time does a single witness or

any exhibit presented with the Kansas depositions

disclose that any product of the hundreds upon him-

dreds of remedies discussed therein was ever reduced

to practice, offered for sale, or sold.

We submit that the Kansas depositions have added

nothing to the record of this case and have succeeded

only in burdening of this record with a pointless mass

of irrelevant data. Certainly no case of anticipation of

the careful teachings of Lindstaedt can be made out

from such a statement (typical of all the Kansas reg-

istrations submitted) as

:

"The Larkin Hen-Chick-Turkey woim tablets

contained kamala, arica nut, mix vomica, nicotine

sulphate, digitalis and acacia." (Defendant's

brief p. 68; 4 R-1430.)

The record is silent on the projjerties of the majority

of these products, the quantities thereof employed, the

method of production thereof, and the effectiveness,

if any, thereof as a parasiticide.

In the light of the foregoing, we respectfully ask

the Court again to compare the bald and unsupported

statements of defendant (brief p. 69), out of which

they ask the Court to find anticipation, with the Kan-

sas deposition material. (2 R-615-713.)
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LINDSTAEDT PATENT NOT VOID TOR DOUBLE PATENTING.

In its brief (pp. 70 et seq.) the defendant makes

the last of its numerous contentions of invalidity of

the Lindstaedt patent in suit, by attempting to claim

that the Lindstaedt patent is void for double patenting

over the earlier-filed but co-pending applications re-

sulting in Lindstaedt patents No. 1,776,862 (the Ca-

seinate patent), No. 2,007,721 (the Alginate patent),

and No. 2,007,722 (Rosinate patent). The first of these

patents to be granted, No. 1,776,862, issued September

30, 1930, more than a year after the filing of the

Lindstaedt patent in suit on June 15, 1929.

EARLIER FILED LINDSTAEDT PATENTS CLAIM ONLY
LETHAL COMPOUNDS.

This defense is thoroughly met in the testimony

of Dr. Leake at 3 R-1053 et seq., where the witness

points out that these three patents are directed to the

production of chemical compounds,* resulting from

the full reaction of: nicotine and casein, nicotine and

alginic acid, and nicotine and rosin, respectively.

In so far as these patents called for products con-

taining nicotine and the mentioned holding agents,

Drs. Leake and Ramage prepared samples thereof

under the claim of each patent wherein the maximum
holding agent-minimum nicotine proportion was set

forth. ( 3 R-1089-90.)

These products were administered orally to poultry

in the recommended manner of administration of the

*In contrast with the nonchemically reacted '

' adsorbed and/or absorbed '

'

product of the Lindstaedt patent in suit. (Lindstaedt 1 R-54 to 2:1-7.)
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product of the patent in suit, and resulted in the im-

mediate death of the bird in each instance (3 R-1089-

91), thus disposing of any contention that the products

claimed in the earlier Lindstaedt patents were non-

lethal parasiticides for internal use as prescribed in

each of the claims of the last issued Lindstaedt patent,

the patent in suit.

That the applications for these four patents were

co-pending, appears upon the face thereof, and gives

rise to the application of the familiar rule that when

applications were co-pending it is a matter of indiffer-

ence which of the patents was issued first, provided the

claims are directed to separate inventions. (Traitel

Marble Co. v. U. T. Hungerford Brass d Copper Co.,

22 F. (2d) 259.)

Since there was an unequal result from the products

claimed in the earlier Lindstaedt patents, as compared

with the Lindstaedt product of the patent in suit, the

former being lethal when parasiticidal doses thereof

were administered, as noted above, and the latter being

exclusively a nonleathal parasiticide for internal use,

there was no equivalency nor duplication, therefore

there can be no finding of double patenting. (Lewis

Invisible Stitch Machine Co. v. Popper et at., 5 F. S.

859.)

CONCLUSIONS.

It is therefore respectively submitted by plaintiffs-

appellees that the Interlocutory Decrees entered in

these causes by the District Court should be affirmed,
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and that this Court in doing so should find Lindstaedt

patent No. 2,036,638, and particularly claims 2, 3, 6,

8, 11 and 12 thereof, and Turnbow patent No. 2,091,-

840, and particularly claims 1, 2 and 7 thereof, valid

in law and infringed by ''Kon-Trold Nicotine", a

product manufactured by Alexander & Son, Van Nuys,

California*, and sold and used, and caused to be sold

and used, by defendant-appellant Farmers' Coopera-

tive Exchange, Inc.

Dated, San Francisco,

January 29, 1940.

Respectfully submitted,

Chas. E. Townsend,

Roy C. Hackley, Jr.,

Attorneys for Appellees.

Townsend & Hackley,

Jack E. Hursh,

Of Counsel.

(Appendices A, B and C Follow.)

Finding No. 32 (1 R-128), Finding No. 30 (1 R-180); Conclusion of Law
Nob. 3 and 4 (1 R-132), and Conclusion of Law Nos. 3 and 4. (1 R-183.)
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Appendix A

FALSE OR MISLEADING STATEMENTS IN APPELLANTS'
BRIEF.

The following tabularly noted portions of appel-

lants' brief refer by page and line to portions of that

brief which are false or misleading and are, therefore,

unsupported by the proofs in these causes

:

Page Lines Portion

5

5

6

6

6,8

22

4

9

'

' Equivalent '
'='

' Optional '

'

"ground"

"equivalent"

"sole"

6 18-20 Entire sentence.

7

7

8

13-17

20-22

First Footnote

Statement unsupported by

proof.

No such testimony by Dr.

Ramage.

Statement unfounded

8

8

6

14

"95% of holding substance"

"colloidal"

8 17-18 "inert, i.e. holding colloidal

substance"

8 Second Footnote "or considered"

8 Second Footnote Law reference

9 3 "such a compound would not

have toxic effect"

9 10-12 Not supported by record

reference

9 22-23 Entire sentence

10 3-4 Statement unfounded
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Page Lines

10 4

10 8

10 12-18

10 28

11 8

11 16-17

13

13 19-24

15 9-10

15 14

15 18-19

15 18-20

16 15-16

17 27-28

17 31,33

17 32

18 1-5

18 5

18 Footnote

19 5-8

19 10

19 12,13

19 17-24

Portion

Record references do not apply

''colloid"

Premise of entire statement

''only indicia"

"no dispute"

"admitted and adjudged prior

invention"

"kamala" not an alkaloid in

Lindstaedt

Entire premise

Tumbow not for process

"Kamala"
"limited * * * to nicotine"

"limited * * * to agar-agar"

Entire sentence

Entire premise

No reference to colloidal sub-

stance in Lloyd

No reference to absorption in

Lloyd

Entire premise

"1 to 20" not in Lindstaedt

specification

Interference dissolved on this

feature

Entire sentence. Unsupported

by reference noted,

"therein prescribed"

"powder"

Entire premise
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Page Lines

19 19

19 19-20

19 32

20 22-23

20 25-26

20 26-31

21 1

21 9-10

22 1-5

23 4

23 8-10

24 6-8

25 Footnote

25 9-11

25 23

26 7-9

26 9-12

28 2

28 14-18

28 18-22

28 24

29 5

29 14

Portion

Imputation magnesium silicate

is a colloid

Imputation that Lloyd patent

mentions Fuller's earth and

colloid

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

Entire statement

*' comminution" cf. Turnbow

claim 9

**method * * * not even sug-

gested"

Entire sentence

** covered"
'

' proof is entirely lacking, etc.
'

'

Imputation of conflict

Entire statement

Entire statement

"could have been cross-exam-

ined"

Entire sentence

Entire premise

**unclassifiable"

Entire statement (see 3 R
1093)

Entire statement

*'mere"

"mere"

"patented"
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Page Lines

29 24

29 31

30 3

30 13-14

30 15-16

30 26-27

30 30

31 1

31

31

3-5

31 7

31 8-10

31 Footnote

31 Footnote

31 10-14

31 14-16

17-19

32 16-17

32 24-25

32 27

32 31-33

33 2-3

33 14-16

33 24-26

Portion

* indicated"

** material" unidentified

** total material" unidentified

** admits * * * Fuller's Earth"

^'found * * * Fuller's Earth

etc."

"stearic acid"

"no determination"

"found * * * besides stearic

acid"

Entire clause unsupported by

reference given

"probably, etc."

Entire clause

re "100%"

re "inclusion of stearic acid"

Entire sentence

Imputation of entire sentence

re "material"

"admission * * * ash * * *

Fuller's Earth"

Entire sentence

"sulphate etc."

"stearic acid"

"stearic acid, etc."

Entire sentence misupported

by reference

Imputation of sentence that

Dr. Ramage so testified

Not supported by references

given



Page Lines Portion

34 12 Not whole truth

34 24-25 Imputation loss is as to total

product

35 9-10 '^ special process"

36 1, 3, 7 Imputation that ash is other

than filler

36 12 ^'colloidal substance, magne-

sium silicate"

"colloidal substance" in Lloyd

Inference that Lloyd refers to

colloid

That "filler" is otherwise

Misquotes patent : Filler should

be "sugar"

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

No such proof

That any part of filler proved

colloidal

Entire statement

Ignores patent that filler may
have colloidal properties

"patent * * * balance filler"

Entire clause

Entire sentence

Entire statement

"specifies"

"magnesium silicate—colloid"

"95% colloidal (Lloyd

patent) "

36 14

36 24-29

37 1,10

37 12

37 13-16

37 16-22

37 21-22

37 22-27

37 30-31

38 1

38 1-4

38 6-8

38 9-11

38 11-23

38 26

39 6

39 10
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Page Lines Portion

39 16-17 Incorrect statement of record

40 4-7 Opportunity to cross-examine

40 17 ^^toxic"

42 10 **Dr."

42 15-18 '

' Fuller 's Earth '

' equals mag-

nesium silicate

42 18-20 ''Fuller's Earth and nicotine"

in Lloyd

''such"

Entire premise of state of art

"Contention of plaintiffs"

"composition of matter"

"Dieterich * * * same hold-

ing"

"unchallenged"

"considered"

Entire statement

Entire sentence

"hold a drug and etc."

"Fuller's Earth"

Entire sentence

References inaccurate

Entire sentence
'

' Lloyd 's Fuller 's Earth '

'

"any"

Omission of permissive "may"
"full equivalent"

Entire conclusion

"In"

Entire hypothesis

Entire hypothesis

42 21

43 12-13

44 1-5

44 6,7

45 4-5

45 6

45 15

46 5-9

47 7-9

47 9-12

47 14

47 14-17

47 17-19

47 25

48 9

48 10

48 12

48 14-18

48 21

48 18-22

48 22-25
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Page Lines Portion

49 7 Entire hypothesis

49 9 ''organic" misquotes record

49 12-17 Entire sentence

49 17-21 Entire sentence

49 22 " Lindstaedt 's alternative"

49 21-24 Entire sentence

50 7-8 Entire sentence

50 15 Entire sentence

51 25-26 "critical" and hypothesis

51 26-29 "lethal"

52 18 Reference does not support

point

52 25-26 Inference that charge of in-

operativeness ever made

53 10-11 Entire sentence

53 11-25 Hypothesis unfounded

54 6-9 Entire sentence

54 9-11 Entire sentence

54 11-12 Entire sentence

54 18 "colloid" in Lloyd

55 3-4 "Lloyd * * * lethal"

55 8 "Fuller's Earth"

55 8-9 Misleading negative hypothesis

55 16-17 Misleading negative hj^pothesis

55 24 Misquotation using '

' colloidal
'

'

instead of "alkaloidal"

55 29 "Fuller's Earth * * * in said

Lloyd patent"

56 3 "inaccurate"

56 4 "95% colloidal"

56 4-5 "one part nicotine etc."
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Page Lines Portion

56 8-10 Entire statement re Lloyd

56 17-18 "Lloyd * * * colloidal ma-

terial"

56 18-19 "as * * * manufacturer * * *

etc.'^

56 Footnote Reference to 1-318 incorrect

57 2-4 Imputation false

57 8-10 "all colloidal substances"

57 13,19 "all colloidal substances

equivalents '

'

58 8-9 "colloidal substance"

58 10 "inorganic colloid"

58 22 "practical"

58 24 "combination"

58 26 "essential"

58 31-32 "casein powder is dried milk"

59 1 References do not support

statement

59 10 "holding"

59 12 "without lethal effect etc."

59 17-19 Entire sentence

59 22, 25, 26, 27 "nicotine"

59 28-30 "absorb and/or adsorb"

60 1 "nicotine"

60 5-8 Entire statement

60 10-12 Entire statement

60 23 "successful"

60

60

26

29

Imputation that lactose is

colloidal

"lethal"
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Page Lines Portion

61 18 Entire sentence

61 25-30 Entire statement

61 30-31 Entire uncontradicted

61 30-33 Inference that all Bergstedt's

testimony corroborated

62 1-6 Entire statement

62 12-13 Record reference incorrect

62 14 Record imcontradicted

62 14-15 '^supported * * * evidence"

62 15-21 Entire statement

63 8-9 Entire sentence

63 21 ''compositions of matter"

63 21-22 "wherein * * * capsule"

63 29-33 Inference that Lindstaedt's

claims should include nega-

tive limitation

64 1-8 Entire statement

65 21-22 Implication that Court should

make negative finding

65 Footnote "sugar * * * colloid"

65 Footnote "sugar * * * both * * * filler

* * * colloid"

66 20 "extensively"

66 28 "sugar" as a colloid

66 29-31 Record does not support

67 10 "dried milk powder (casein)"

67 33 "carrier"

69 1 "Analyses"

69 2-6 Entire sentence

69 9 "prior Lindstaedt patents"
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69 16 'thought"

69 19-20 Implication that Lloyd men-

tions use of colloid

69 20-29 Inference that the statement

relates to knowledge prior to

Lindstaedt

69 30-31 Entire sentence

69 31-32 Entire sentence

70 5-7 Implication that earlier filed

Lindstaedt patents claim para-

siticides

70

70

70

71

71

71

72

72

73

73

73

74

76

9

12

25

15

16-18

Footnote

16

18-21

7-9

7-8

12-13

14-15

12-14

"prior"

"law"

"casein powder (dried milk)"

Entire statement

Entire sentence inapplicable

First statements of law ignore

' ^ co-pending '

' applications here

"mixture"

Entire sentence

Incorrect reference

Inference ignores claims

"same product"

Imputation of phrase

Statement re counterclaim at

issue
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STATEMENTS UNSUPPORTED BY REFERENCE TO RECORD.

The following tabularly noted portions of appel-

lants' brief purport to refer to statements of fact, but

are wholly unsupported by any indication of source

thereof in the record or exhibits in these causes:

Page Lines Portion

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

Entire premise

'^Kamala"

Entire statement

Entire sentence incompre-

hensible

7 4-5

7 11-13

10 4-6

10 8-11

13 19-24

15 14

18 1-5

18 5-8

18 10-11

18 21-23

18 24-28

19 11

19 11-12

19 13-15

19 25-32

20 25-26

21 22-23

23 6-8

25 26-34

*'not of 1 gram size''

Entire statement

Entire sentence

Entire statement

Entire sentence

Reference to contentions

Not supported by evidence of

probative force

26 1-6 Not supported by evidence of

probative force
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Page Lines Portion

^'unclassifiable"

'^ contrary to fact"

'indicated"

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

Entire statement

''special process"

Entire statement

That ash is other than filler

That Lloyd refers to

'

' colloidal substance '

'

Entire statement

Entire clause

Entire sentence

Entire statement

Entire sentence

''opportunity to cross-

examine"

Entire statement

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

Entire first clause

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

Entire premise

28 2

29 2

29 24

30 23

32 1-3

32 16-17

33 14-16

34 4-11

34 12

34 16-33

35 9-10

35 13-19

36 1,3,7

36 12,14

36 15-29

37 21-22

37 22-27

39 8-11

39 11-14

40 4-7

40 10-21

40 26-27

40 31-33

41 1

42 9

42 15-18

42 18-20

43 12-13
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Page Lines Portion

44 1-5 ''Contention of plaintiffs"

44 6,7 ''Composition of matter

claimed"

45 4-5 Entire clause

45 7-14 Entire sentence

47 3-9 Entire statement

47 9-12 Entire statement

48 18-22 Entire sentence

49 4-8 Entire sentence

49 12-17 Entire sentence

49 25-30 Entire statement

51 25-29 Entire statement

52 1 "admitted"

52 4-6 Entire sentence

53 4-7 Entire clause

53 10-11 Entire sentence

53 11-25 Entire statement

55 1-4 Entire sentence

55 10-11 Entire sentence

55 11-18 Entire sentence

56 1-7 Entire statement

56 8-12 Entire statement

56 12-14 Entire sentence

57 2-4 No support for hypothesis

57 8-25 Entire statement

58 5-6 Exaggerated

58 15-21 Entire statement

59 28-30 Entire sentence

60 5-8 Entire sentence

60 10 Entire phrase



XIV

Page Lines Portion

Entire statement

Entire statement

Entire parenthetical

statement

Entire statement

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

Entire statement

Entire statement

Entire statement

Entire sentence

''Composition of matter'

Entire sentence

''and the poultrymen"

Entire statement

Entire statement

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

No "law" cited

No "law" cited

Entire statement

Entire sentence

Entire sentence

Entire statement

60 14-19

61 1

61 11-13

61 19-21

62 7-9

62 9-13

62 15-21

62 22-24

62 24-32

63 8-9

63 21

66 1-5

66 5,11

66 31-33

66 1-3

66 5-8

67 3-7

68 21

69 2-6

69 16-19

69 19-20

70 10-13

71 15

71 18-20

72 21-26

73 10-13

74 12-19



Appendix C

ERRORS.

The following portions of appellants' brief are

statements made in error, or are statements de hors

the record:

Page Lines Portion

2 17 Date in error

3 24-25 Emphasis added

4 15 ''an" should be "the"

5 15 First "an" should be "the"

6 29-30 De hors record

8 6 "1... 20+" should be "1... 19"

8 First footnote Calculation erroneous

19 3
'

' partly powder '

' de hors record

19 14 "Defendant's"

34 19 "Sodium"

46 22 "distinct" should be "dif-

ferent
'

'

48 4 "alkaloidal"

66 13-14 "fed" should be "feed"

"poultry" omitted

69 28 "II"

72 11 "30"

73 24 Important comma omitted

73 24 Misquotation




